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ABSTRACT
 
During September through December 1989, I successfully 
completed an internship in the Performing Arts Department at 
the Contemporary Arts Center (CAC) in New Orleans, 
Louisiana. Ms. Elena Ronquillo, Director of Performing Arts 
at the CAC, acted as my on-site supervisor. She has held 
this position since August 1988 when the administrative 
structure of the CAC was reorganized. Previously, she has 
held the position of Coordinator of the 
Interdisciplinary/New Genres Department. 
The Performing Arts Department of the CAC incorporates 
Theatre, Music and Interdisciplinary Performance. My 
position as an intern in the Performing Arts Department 
included the following; 1) interim assistant to Ms. 
Ronquillo; 2) production coordinator for a major 
Interdisciplinary Performance, Rachel's Brain by Rachel 
Rosenthal; 3) pre-production coordinator for a major Theatre 
production, Brilliant Traces. 
This report discusses my experiences while I worked 
with the CAC administration, including specific challenges 
encountered while I performed assigned duties and tasks in 
the Performing Arts Department. Recommendations for 
improvement of specific problems I encountered are 
discussed. Finally, I discussed my contributions as an 
iv. 
I 
intern to the administrative and production aspects of the 
CAC's Performing Arts Department. 
v. 
CHAPTER I
 
THE CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER 
Mission and Goals 
The Contemporary Arts Center in New Orleans (CACl is a 
nonprofit arts organization founded in 1976 for local 
artists to have opportunities to exhibit and perform their 
work. During its fourteen-year history, the CAC has 
undergone major organizational changes along with its 
prominent growth. The CAC's multi-disciplinary focus had 
led it to be one of the largest artist's organizations in 
the nation, and the sixth largest organization in 
Louisiana.! The CAC had annually produced more than 250 
different performances, exhibits, and educational programs. 
The stated mission of the CAC is as follows: 
The (CAC) serves contemporary visual and performing 
artists and their audiences. Since 1976, the CAC has 
provided exhibitions performances, facilities, 
technical assistance, education and professional 
development for artists and the community. Dedicated 
to high artistic standards, the CAC is committed to 
encouraging the development of new work. Vital to the 
cultural life of the community, the CAC promotes the 
work of local, regional, and international artists for 
the benefit of its diverse audiences. 
! The Contemporary Arts Center. Multi-Year Plan. (New 
Orleans: The Contemporary Arts Center, 1986), not paged. 
1 
2 
The CAC further defines its mission through three 
general goals: 
1.	 To foster awareness of new ideas by creative people 
in all of the contemporary arts; 
2.	 To provide exhibition and performance space for 
those artists who would not otherwise have a place 
to show their work and those artists pioneering in 
their fields; 
3.	 To provide a means of public access to a wide 
spectrum of the contemporary arts. 
In 1986, the CAC submitted a "Multi-Year Plan" To the 
National Endowment for the Arts for its Challenge 
Application. This plan outlines various long-range 
organizational structuring programming and capital 
improvement goals. 
Facility Renovations 
The CAC facility at 900 Camp Street is an historic 
warehouse owned by the Hera Corporation, a subsidiary of the 
K & B Corporation. The facility is located at the entrance 
to the Downtown Development District and is strategically 
placed in the emerging Warehouse District. Both these 
districts are preliminary areas of public and private 
capital development and renovation. The Warehouse District 
has been compared to New York's "SoHo" district because of 
3 
the proliferation of art galleries, museums, artist's 
spaces, as well as extensive renovation of 19th century 
warehouses into apartment complexes and condominiums. 2 The 
bare warehouse space occupied by the CAC since 1976 finally 
proved inadequate and severely hampered by fire code 
restrictions. The NEA Challenge Grant awarded to the CAC 
for two consecutive years, 1987 and 1988, provided the 
impetus needed to finalize plans for complete renovation of 
the facility.3 
Since September 1988, the CAC has been conducting a 
Capital Campaign to raise funds needed for completion of the 
renovation. As of October 1, 1989, $1,510,566 of the 
$2,150,000 goal has been raised through public and private 
contributions. Significant contributors include the Hera 
Corporation, the NEA, Concordia Architects and 
Freeport-McMoRan, Inc. 4 
The renovated facility is scheduled to open in October 
1990. The CAC will occupy the entire first two floors of 
the four-story building. A total of 10,000 square feet will 
provide visual arts exhibition space, a 200-seat 
2 The Contemporary Arts Center. A Contemporary Home 
for the Contemporary Arts Center. (New Orleans: The 
Contemporary Arts Center, 1989), not paged. 
3 Interview with M. K. Wegmann, Associate Director of 
thew Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans, Louisiana, 
November, 1989. 
4 The CAC. A Contemporary Home. 
4 
professional theatre, a lOa-seat experimental theatre, 
classrooms, film and video·screening rooms, rehearsal rooms, 
administrative office space, technical and storage space, 
art preparation and storage space, as well as potential for 
a cafe and bookstore. 5 The third and fourth floors will 
serve as commercial office space. 
The CAC administrative offices have been temporarily 
housed in donated office space located at 1001 Loyola Avenue 
since the renovation began in January 1989. The offices are 
scheduled to move to the new facility in April of 1990. 
Since the renovation of the facility began, the CAC 
has been programming performances, exhibitions, workshops, 
children's educational programs, and fundraising events in 
and around the metropolitan area. This "off-site" 
programming has proved extremely successful primarily 
because of financial and programming support by the 
community. During the two-year renovation, the CAC has 
offered programs at various theatres, performing spaces, 
exhibition spaces, galleries, educational institutions and 
community centers. 6 
Concurrent to the Capital Campaign, the CAC 1S in the 
process of long-range organizational restructuring. This 
5 The Contemporary Arts Center. Nuts and Bolts. (New 
Orleans: The Contemporary Arts Center, 1989), not paged. 
6 Ibid. 
5 
process was initiated in 1988 as a result of the 1987 and 
1988 NEA Challenge Grant awards. 
Organizational Structure 
The CAC is governed by a fifty-member Board of 
Directors composed of artists and representatives from the 
arts, business and educational communities who serve 
voluntarily and without compensation. The Board establishes 
general CAC policy through service on various functionary 
committees. Each committee parallels areas of Board 
responsibility. These committees allow more detailed 
analysis of these areas through division of work-load, 
informal discussions, and utilization of resources outside 
the organization such as professionals and consultants. 
Currently, there are ten committees: Executive, Arts, Policy 
and Overview, Finance, Fundraising, Special Events, 
Nominating and Capital Campaign, Building, Community 
Relations and Personnel. 7 
The staff implements policy set by the Board. In 
August 1988, the organizational restructuring began with 
the reorganization of administrative and programming 
departments. The Executive Director acts as liaison between 
the Board and the staff and is primarily responsible for 
The CAC. A Contemporary Home. 7 
6 
implementation of policies set by the Board. The Associate 
Director's position is mainly that of administrative 
manager. Her responsibilities include managing the fiscal 
coordination, administrative coordination, reception desk, 
box office, as well as acting as liaison between the 
Executive Director and the rest of the staff. 8 
Other administrative departments include the 
Development Department and Marketing Department. The 
function of the Development Department is primarily 
fundraising from public and private sources. The Membership 
Coordinator is a vital staff position in this department 
because the CAC is a member-supported organization. Special 
Events Coordinators are contracted for temporary positions 
during the planning and implementation of large fundraising 
events. Currently, the Capital Campaign Coordinator is a 
contracted position in this department. 9 
The Marketing Department's responsibilities include 
publicity, promotion, public relations and advertising. The 
Marketing Director coordinates all printed material, 
promotional artwork and advertising material for all the 
CAC's programming and events. She is responsible for the 
consistency of the CAC's high-quality visual promotions. 
8 Interview with M. K. Wegmann.
 
9
 Ibid. 
7 
The Public Relations Coordinator is responsible for press 
releases, television appearances and radio interviews, radio 
copy and other other written promotional material. The 
Marketing Department creates the CAC's bimonthly newsletter, 
"Articles."IO 
There are two programming departments at the CAC, the 
Visual Arts Department and the Performing Arts Department. 
These departments are responsible for the implementation and 
management of the exhibitions, performances, screenings, 
workshops, classes, and lectures offered by the CAC. These 
departments are also responsible for the varied services to 
artists including information on fellowships and grants, 
administration of selected local and regional grants, 
umbrella project support and technical assistance. The 
primary function of these departments is to implement the 
mission and goals of the CAC. 
The Visual Arts Department's programs include the 
visual arts (painting, sculpture, architecture), 
photography, film and video. The Visual Arts Director acts 
as curator of exhibits, as well as coordinator of juried 
exhibits. Artist services offered by the Visual Arts 
Department include the annual "Artist Pages," a catalogue of 
10 Interview with Denise Chetta, Marketing Director of 
the Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans, Louisiana, 
November 1989. 
8 
regional artists' work; a slide archive of artists who have 
exhibited through the CAC; technical assistance with film 
and video production; the "Artists' Studio Days;" a 
children's art education project; and administration of 
local grants to artists as well as assistance with grant 
writing. The Visual Arts Assistant is responsible for the 
administrative management coordination for these programs. 
Temporary contracted positions in the Visual Arts Department 
currently includes Project Director for Artists' Studio Days 
and Capital Campaign Volunteer Artist Coordinator. 11 
The Performing Arts Department of the CAC includes the 
Theatre, Music and Interdisciplinary/New Generes programs. 
The Performing Arts Director acts as the producer and 
manager of the these programs. The Performing Arts 
Assistant acts as an administrative coordinator for the 
department. 
The Music Program is committed to the development and 
presentation of broad range contemporary music. The Music 
Curator's responsibilities include producing music 
presentations, conducting workshops and seminars, 
coordinating technical requirements for performances and 
presentations, and providing technical advice and assistance 
11 Interview with Lew Thomas, Visual Arts Director of 
the Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans, Louisiana, 
November, 1989. 
9 
to musical artists. 12 
The Theatre Program is currently being reinstated 
after a year-long hiatus. The new Theatre Artistic 
Producing Director is in charge of selecting plays for 
production, producing and/or directing plays, producing 
those plays, managing CAC-sponsored play production, 
selecting original playscripts for the annual "New Play 
Competition," and coordinating biweekly playwriting seminar. 
The Theatre Program's primary focus is developing and 
producing new and original plays.13 
The Interdisciplinary/New Genres Program (ING) was 
formed in 1986 to provide an outlet for artists working in 
nontraditional, experimental and performing art forms. The 
programming consists of a range of performances which cross 
over and combine the traditional forms of theatre, dance, 
music, visual arts, video and film. Currently, the Director 
of Performing Arts is in charge of ING programming. The ING 
Program's goals include providing performance facilities to 
local performers, attracting international and national 
performers to New Orleans, and supporting and assisting the 
development of emerging local and regional1artists breaking 
12 Interview with Elena Ronquillo, Performing Arts 
Director, The Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans, 
Louisiana, November, 1989. 
13 Ibid. 
10 
new ground in the performing arts. The ING program 1S a 
primary sponsor of the National Performance Network, a 
touring and presenting program that provides independent 
performance artists with opportunities for exchange of ideas 
among artist communities through fee subsidies, workshops 
and presentations at alternative performing spaces across 
the country. Artist services of the ING Program include 
administrative and technical support for artist projects, 
umbrella sponsorship of artist projects, and administrative 
and management of grant programs. 14 
During April 1990 through when the renovated CAC 
facility opens, the CAC's part-time administrative staff 
will be temporarily cut back. Programming will be reduced 
in order to reduce operating expenses so that greater 
emphasis may be placed on the final stages of the Capital 
Campaign. The positions which will be temporarily cut 
include the Administrative Assistant, the Fiscal Coordinator 
Assistant, the Membership Coordinator Assistant and the 
Volunteer Coordinator. When the new facility opens 1n 
October 1990, all those positions will be reinstated 
Full-time positions scheduled to be filled at this time 
include a Technical Director/Building Manager and an 
Audience Development Coordinator. New full-time, part-time 
14 Ibid. 
11 
and contracted positions will be added as the CAC's 
long-range organizational restructuring plan continues to be 
implemented. IS 
Funding Structure 
The CAC uses a fund accounting system commonly used by 
nonprofit organizations. A basic characteristic of this 
system is separation of accounts, called "funds." The 
financial activity of each account is subject to its own 
independent accounting and self-balancing. 16 
The Board of Directors sets fiscal policy and is 
legally responsible for the proper fiscal accounting of the 
CAC. Restricted funds may be used only for specifically 
contracted purposes, while unrestricted funds may be used at 
the discretion of the Board. The CAC uses an operational 
fund that consists of both restricted funds used for 
specific operating and programming purposes, and 
unrestricted funds used for general operating purposes. 
Funds are to be transferred from the unrestricted general 
IS Interview with M. K. Wegmann. 
16 Herrington J. Bryce, Financial Management for 
Nonprofit Organizations, (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1987), p. 339. 
12 
operating fund to restricted programming funds as needed. 17 
The Development Department's unrestricted accounts act 
as depositories of all funds raised for operating and 
programming purposes. The unrestricted funds raised through 
public and private contributions, membership fees and 
fundraising events are transferred to the operating and 
programming department funds at the end of the fiscal year 
to balance out any deficits. The revenues earned by each 
programming department through admissions, sales and fees 
are used to cover its programming expenses. The operating 
and programming departments' restricted funds may only be 
used for the purpose specified in the grant agreement. 18 
The Capital Campaign fund is maintained as a separate 
restricted fund. All monies and in-kind donations 
contributed for the renovation of the CAC facility are 
accounted in this fund. None of the revenues in this fund 
may be transferred to any operating or programming funds. 19 
For the first time in its history, the CAC reported a 
higher percentage of earned income than contributed income. 
For Fiscal Year 1988-89, earned income was 53% of the total 
income, while 47% of total income was reported as 
17 Interview with Pat Carter, Fiscal Coordinator for 
the Contemporary Arts Center in New Orleans, Louisiana, 
November, 1989. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
13 
contributions. However, programming reduction due to the 
emphasis on the Capital Campaign during the 1990-91 Fiscal 
Year will cause a certain decrease in earned income. 2o 
The next section will discuss my experience as an 
intern in the Performing Arts Department. 
20 Ibid. 
14 
CHAPTER II 
AN INTERNSHIP IN THE PERFORMING ARTS DEPARTMENT 
Alternate ROOTS Annual Meeting 
My proposed internship began with my attendance at the 
1989 Alternate ROOTS Annual Meeting on August 27 through 
September 1, 1989, in Black Mountain, North Carolina. Ms. 
Ronquillo and Ms. Wegmann, Associate Director of the CAC, 
also attended as representatives of the CAC. The CAC is an 
organizational member of Alternate ROOTS, and Ms. Wegmann is 
the Chairperson of the Executive Committee of Alternative 
ROOTS. 
I received a work-exchange scholarship in lieu of fees 
for attendance. My duties at the meeting included assisting 
in various administrative functions including word 
processing and posting daily schedules, recording and 
distributing proceedings of workshops, participating in and 
documenting performances, as well as organizing and 
coordinating a special-interest caucus. 
My primary interest in attending the Alternate ROOTS 
Annual Meeting, as well as active membership in such an 
organization, was to broaden my knowledge of performing 
artists and administrators in the south to expand my 
15 
understanding of new trends In performing arts, and to gain 
experience in the administrative and organizational 
processes of performance production. 
My experience in the Alternate ROOTS Annual Meeting 
was enlightening and wholly successful. I met and worked 
with a variety of artists and administrators working in the 
south who are committed to the creation and presentation of 
original, indigenous performing arts. Further, Alternate 
ROOTS' "commitment to social justice and protection of the 
natural world"21 is vitally important to me as an arts 
administrator. I will to continue to play an active role in 
Alternate ROOTS as a member and production administrator. 
Interim Department Administrator 
Duties and Tasks 
Upon returning to New Orleans in September, I began my 
internship on a full-time basis. Since a department 
assistant had been hired but did not start working until 
October 1, 1989, Ms. Ronquillo assigned the position of 
interim assistant to me. My duties to prepare the 
departmental office for the arrival of the permanent 
assistant included "cleaning-up" and organizing the manual 
filing system and computerized files and conducting 
21 Alternative ROOTS, Mission Statement, (Atlanta: 
Regional Organization of Theatres South, 1989). 
16 
inventory of departmental technical equipment. I also 
performed daily office duties, creating and preparing 
departmental letters and memos, and answering phone calls 
concerning performances and artist-assistance grants. 
Frequently, I was asked to assist with projects which called 
for the use of departmental technical equipment, such as Art 
for Arts Sake, a major CAC fundraising event. I was also 
asked to work the sales table at the Art for Arts Sake 
Patron Party and Auction. All CAC staff and "family" assist 
with major CAC fundraising events because the entire Center 
will benefit from revenues earned. 
Evaluation 
My experience as interim department assistant provided 
me with the knowledge of CAC policy and procedure that I 
would need for future tasks. Specifically, I learned the 
procedures for requesting checks and purchase orders for 
departmental expenditures. I also learned the procedures to 
prepare artist and crew contracts. Further, I gained a 
complete working understanding of the MacIntosh SE computer 
hardware and software used in the Performing Arts 
Department. 
Production Coordinator for Rachel's Brain 
Pre-Production 
Concurrent with acting as interim department 
17 
assistant, Ms. Ronquillo assigned me to the position of 
Production Coordinator for Rachel's Brain. This was the 
major job of my internship at the CAC. Rachel's Brain, an 
original performance piece by noted performance artist 
Rachel Rosenthal, was scheduled to be performed on October 
13 and 14, 1989, at Loyola University's Louis J. Roussel 
Performance Hall. Ms. Ronquillo understood that I was very 
interested in working with performance art, and graciously 
instilled her complete confidence in my administrative and 
production capabilities. 
Rachel Rosenthal recently received an "Obie" award for 
the performance of this one-woman performance piece. At 61, 
Ms. Rosenthal was referred to by The Village Voice as "one 
of America's most intelligent, politically committed and 
challenging artists."22 Born and raised in Paris, she 
moved to New York and studied art with Hans Hoffman, danced 
with Merce Cunningham, and studied theatre with Erwin 
Piscator and Jean-Louis Barrault. She formed and directed 
the Instant Theatre in Los Angeles until 1966. She was a 
leading figure in the Los Angeles Women's Art Movement of 
the seventies. Since 1975, she has devoted herself 
exclusively to performance, creating and presenting over two 
22 Alisa Soloman, "Signaling Through the Dioxin," 
review of Rachel's Brain by Rachel Rosenthal, The Village 
Voice, 4 October, 1988, p. 39. 
18 
dozen full-length solo and group pieces internationally. 
The first order of pre-production business was a 
review of the budget allocated for Rachel's Brain. Once the 
production budget was fully understood, a calendar could be 
devised to schedule marketing, promotion, administrative 
and physical production tasks. 
Rachel's Brain was budgeted by the Performing Arts 
Department for Fiscal Year 1989-90 as a National Performance 
Network production. The National Performance Network (NPN) 
is a project of the New York's Dance Theatre Workshop in 
collaboration with various national and international 
alternative performing spaces. It is designed to provide 
opportunities for independent performing artists through fee 
subsidies for presentations, workshops and residencies. It 
is made possible through major funding from the Ford 
Foundation, the Dance, Music and Inter-Arts Programs of the 
National Endowment for the Arts, and the Lila 
Wallace-Readers Digest Fund. Regional and local funding for 
the CAC's 1989-90 NPN presentations are additionally funded 
by the American Greetings Corporation. 
Each NPN residency is supported by a subsidy of 35% 
for one-week residencies and 50% for two-week residencies, 
designed to cover the basic cost of touring. The budget for 
a one-week residency includes: 1) the most economic 
round-trip transportation from home base to primary sponsor 
19 
site; 2) a $425 per week fee, plus fringe benefits of $85 
per week per traveling artist; 3) or $80 per diem per 
artist; 4) a fixed company administrative fee of $1,300 for 
a one-week residency and $1,400 for a two-week residency. 
Rachel's Brain was considered a one-week residency for NPN 
subsidy purposes (see APPENDIX I). 
The Performing Arts Department received a required 
company production budget from Rachel's Brain (see APPENDIX 
I ) . The company for the production included two performers 
(Ms. Rosenthal and one musician), a technical director, and 
a slide projectionist. The NPN 35% subsidy budget compared 
to the required company budget produced the amount that the 
Performing Arts Department must fund. The American Greeting 
Corporation's grant subsidized a portion of the remaining 
65% of the NPN 35% subsidy. However, this amount could not 
be determined until the end of the Fiscal Year when all 
CAC's NPN presentations have been completed. This grant was 
recorded for accounting purposes as deferred revenue and was 
used to fund a total year-end deficit. However, the full 
NPN-required production budget was used for departmental 
production accounting purposes. After deducting the 
NPN-required budget total from the required company budget, 
the difference is the amount the CAC must raise in earned 
and unearned revenues. 
A major in-kind donation was represented by the 
20 
co-sponsorship of the Loyola Biever Guest Lecture 
Committee's rental of the new spacious Louis J. Roussel 
Performance Hall on Loyola University campus. Their 
co-sponsorship also included use of their mailing list, as 
well as publicity and promotion at Loyola. 
Once the budget was approved by the NPN, the CAC and 
the company, the CAC Performance Agreement and the NPN 
contract were signed (see APPENDIX I). 
A contribution from the New Orleans Women's Caucus for 
the Arts of $500 for Rachel's Brain had been finalized and 
was forthcoming. This left approximately $1,500 to ideally 
raise through ticket sales. The ticket pricing structure 
would be $8.00 for CAC members, $10.00 for non-members, and 
$5.00 for students and senior citizens. This pricing 
structure is within the normal range for the CAC's NPN 
productions and is a relatively inexpensive price to pay for 
a well-known, award-winning performer. Further, a number of 
determining factors contributed to the comparatively 
inexpensive ticket prices. As discussed earlier, ticket 
pricing is a function of marketing strategy; thus ticket 
pricing played an important role in the marketing strategy 
for Rachel's Brain. 
Roussel Performance Hall is a large recital hall with 
seating capacity of 545, quite a large house to fill, 
especially for a non-traditional performance form. Further, 
21 
Roussel Hall was a relatively new and not yet well-known 
performance space, especially for alternative performances. 
Moreover, performance art is somewhat new to New Orleans 
audiences and usually had been presented in smaller, more 
"avant-garde" performance spaces, unlike Loyola's Roussel 
Hall. 
Another factor in ticket pricing and marketing 
strategy was the number of performances scheduled. Rachel's 
Brain was scheduled for two performances on Friday and 
-Saturday evenings. Historically, New Orleans audiences do 
not immediately respond to short-run productions. 23 
Therefore, the promotion emphasized a "not to be missed" 
quality of the performances, and all publicity featured the 
phrase "Two Performances Only." 
After the budgets, pricing and marketing strategies 
were understood, Ms. Chetta (Marketing Director for the 
CAC), Ms. Ronquillo and I proceeded to draft a preliminary 
production calendar essential for effective and efficient 
communication of action plans. We fully understood it would 
change with unforeseen circumstances. 
I read the script for content and studied reviews of 
previous performances, in an effort to determine specific 
audience constituencies. I also studied Ms. Rosenthal's 
23 Interview with Denise Chetta. 
22 
personal and professional history in an attempt to identify 
potentially interested audiences. Because of the passionate 
political, social and cultural content of Rachel's Brain, 
and the richness of Ms. Rosenthal's personal history, I was 
able to break down potential audiences by specific interests 
and constituencies, moving beyond the usual demographic and 
sociographic audience breakdowns. 
Potential audience breakdown for Rachel's Brain 
"ncluded such constituencies as animal rights, environmental 
activists, women's rights, lesbian and gay groups and media, 
Jewish women's groups, artists, organizations, art galleries 
and businesses, as well as high school and university fine 
arts, liberal arts and social science departments and 
associations. Also, businesses and publications whose 
clientele included any of these potential audiences were 
listed. 
I created a promotional package calling for 
co-sponsors, supporters and volunteers and physically 
distributed it to as many of these groups as possible (see 
APPENDIX III). This personal contact, besides saving 
postage previously budgeted by the CAC Marketing Department, 
proved to be expedient and successful. I was able to 
determine the degree of support that each 
organization/business was willing to give. I determined if 
the organization or business possessed a mailing list, when 
23
 
the next mailing was planned, if they were willing to 
include promotional flyers in their next mailing, the dates 
needed, and arrange delivery of the flyers. Finally, I 
determined if a business was willing to display posters and 
make flyers available to customers, and if they were 
interested in displaying any printed material in the lobby 
at the performance. Most importantly, however, this 
personal contact served to build community awareness of CAC 
outreach to non-traditional audiences and supporters, as 
well as reinforce the traditional marketing tools. 24 
I was mindful that I could not extend this marketing 
strategy to political communities without endangering the 
nonprofit status of the CAC. I was also aware that many 
organizations' mailing lists Were strictly confidential, and 
they were unable release their lists to the CAC. Many 
organizations agreed to include the flyer in their mailings, 
as well as display posters and flyers. Some commercial 
businesses did not do monthly mailings or did not plan any 
more mailings in time for the performance dates. 
Although the promotional package did not produce any 
more dollar donations, we did succeed in amassing a 
substantial list of organizations and businesses that would 
24 Ruby Lerner, "Unique Constituencies: Regional 
Companies," in Market the Arts!, ed. Joseph V. Melillo (New 
York: Foundation for the Extension and Development of the 
American Professional Theatre, 1983), p. 239. 
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include flyers in their mailings, display posters and hand 
out flyers, as well as publicize the performance in their 
respective media. We also offered group rates to these 
organizations and businesses and advertised such on the 
mailing flyers. However, because of number and time 
limitations necessarily imposed by CAC group rate policy, 
this proved fruitless. 
I assisted Ms. Chetta with the design and layout of 
the flyer. Ms. Ronquillo gave final approval (see APPENDIX 
I I I) . We wanted the visual aspect of the design to 
initially catch one's eye while graphically communicating 
the nature of the performance and necessary logistical 
information. A photograph of Ms. Rosenthal received with a 
publicity package was chosen because of its striking visual 
statement. The photograph was a production still and its 
high contrast it would duplicate clearly. The header, "A 
Woman with a Social, Sexual and Political Agenda," served to 
communicate the content of Rachel's Brain while drawing 
attention to Ms. Rosenthal's name. We felt that Ms. 
Rosenthal's name should figure prominently because of name 
recognition by the art community. Also included in the 
composition was a quote from a review by The Village Voice, 
a nationally respected New York-based weekly. 
Coincidentally, a line Ms. Chetta chose from the script, 
"Five hundred million years of evolution for this?" 
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inadvertently matched the moment captured by the photograph, 
an important punch line w~ later found out! We also 
included "Winner of the 1989 OBlE Award" to relay the 
importance of the performance. 
The whole composition, including the color of paper, 
was designed to convey the importance and non-traditional 
nature of Ms. Rosenthal's performance of Rachel's Brain. 
Three sizes of the poster were printed: 11 x 16 on white 
poster board for display, 8 x 11 on fluorescent green for 
flyers and multiple postings, and 5-1/2 x 8 for mailing 
purposes. The fluorescent green printing paper was quite 
expensive, but nonetheless was worth it because of its high 
visibility and non-traditional statement. The mailing flyer 
was printed on bright orange paper, salvaged from CAC 
storage. The half-size also reduced postage weight, and cut 
folding time. 
Members of one women's organization, upon seeing the 
flyer, refused to include it in their mailing -- as they 
objected to word "sexual" in the header, "A Woman with a 
Social, Sexual and Political Agenda." However, almost all 
of the other organizations and businesses commented 
favorably about the flyer and mailed it. A total of seven 
organizations and businesses included the flyer in their 
mailings, for a total of 3,150 flyers mailed. The value of 
in-kind donations in this mailing totalled $617.50 (see 
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APPENDIX I I I ) . 
The CAC Marketing Department continued working on 
further publicity, including press releases, radio 
commercial copy, the bimonthly publication Articles, 
coordinating video appearances, and printing and mailing 
posters and flyers to the CAC Theatre and Performance 
mailing lists. I assisted with these tasks (see APPENDICES 
II AND V). 
While I was coordinating marketing and promotion, I 
was also organizing the physical and technical needs of of 
the production. We had received technical requirements for 
Rachel's Brain from the technical director (see APPENDIX 
III). I initially listed the required items that had to be 
rented, borrowed or constructed. I also made note of the 
technical personnel who would be needed. 
Ms. Ronquillo and I set up an initial meeting with the 
Facility Manager and a walk through of Roussel Hall that 
proved both relieving and deceiving. We presented the 
technical requirements, as well as back stage and management 
needs for the production as set forth in the space agreement 
with the Loyola Biever Guest Lecture Committee (see APPENDIX 
I I I ) . 
The largest and most expensive technical item required 
was an air-lift. Fortunately Roussel Hall possessed a 
"Genie Lift." The Facility Manager graciously agreed to let 
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us use it, not only for the performance, but also for 
hanging the lighting instruments. We inquired as to why the 
,fly system was not used to lower the electric battens for 
hanging lights. The Facility Manager informed me, to my 
surprise, that the engineer had recently declared the fly 
system unsafe for use! He had forgotten to tell us that no 
extra weight could be added to either the electrical or the 
drapery battens. At this time, I inquired about the effect 
of hanging different lights, other t 'an the existing strip 
and scoop lights. He replied that as long as the 
interchanged lights added no extra weight, we could hang 
different lights. 
I also informed him that a special effect in the 
performance required that four cauliflowers fly in from 
above. He adamantly refused use of any of the battens for 
this effect. I decided not to argue about the weight of the 
cauliflowers at that particular time -- I would inform the 
Technical Director of the situation as soon as possible. 
This would not be the first "surprise" we encountered at 
Roussel Hall. 
The projection screen at Roussel Hall fell at the 
exact proscenium line. Because Ms. Rosenthal played in front 
of the projection screen (her resultant shadow was a major 
part of the performance), and because of the minimum stage 
dimensions required, this screen proved unusable. The 
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Facility Manager suggested that we use the 30-foot 
,free-standing baffles previously used as a projection screen 
when placed in a line across the stage. This proved useless 
because of the gaps between the hinged 'wings' on each 
baffle. We had to construct a large projection screen. 
Moreover, it had to be free-standing because of the 
uselessness of the fly system! The Facility Manager gave us 
a ground plan and a side plan of the stage, which was not to 
scale. We measured the depth, width and height of the 
stage, as well as the free-standing baffles. 
The stage floor had been covered with masonite and 
painted for a previous production. However, the orchestra 
pit cover was bare, reflecting wood flooring. The bare 
stage floor was also reflective wood which would present a 
problem both with lighting reflection as well as projection 
light reflection. We decided to cover the orchestra pit 
floor with masonite, and to paint the entire stage black. A 
black stage floor would cut any light reflections, as well 
as create a dramatic focus upon the performer. 
After a tour of the backstage facilities and a 
complete understanding of the specific backstage needs of 
Ms. Rosenthal by the Facility Manager, we toured the 
lighting, sound and projection booths. Not to our surprise, 
the sound system, sound cabinets and operators' desks were 
incomplete. We reiterated our production and rehearsal 
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schedule and determined what technical equipment was 
available to use. The Facility Manager assured us that a 
complete sound system, as well as a complete intercom 
system, would be in place for rehearsals. 
After our tour and meeting at Roussel Hall we were 
able to list our exact technical needs. The major props and 
scenery that had to be constructed included a platform, a 
box, and a table built to the exact specifications, as well 
as a free-standing projection screen large enough to 
accommodate a projection for a distance of approximately 80 
feet, the distance between the projection booth at the rear 
of the house to the ideal location of the screen. 
I immediately contacted David Tureau of Tureau 
Design/Build, the CAC technical contractor. The scenery 
props would be "no problem" to build. What did, however, 
prove to be "a big problem" was the large front projection 
screen. First, it was necessary to determine the projection 
lenses needed to project an image of approximately 30-feet 
width by 18-foot height, from a distance of 100 feet, the 
approximate distance from the screen placement to the 
projection booth in Roussel Hall. The Facility Manager did 
not have the faintest idea about the dimensions. 
contacted friends who worked at various audio-visual supply 
businesses for technical advice on projectors, lenses, throw 
dimensions and projection quality at long distances. My 
I 
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approximated screen dimensions proved to be large enough for 
the projection distance. I also inquired as to the 
availability of high-quality projectors and lenses. 
Fortunately, the audio-visual company with whom the CAC has 
an account had the projection equipment available for 
rehearsals and performances. I was able to reserve the 
equipment without immediate payment. 
I then consulted Mr. Tureau on screen construction. 
We decided that two-inch PVC pipe would be the strongest and 
lightest material with which to constrict a frame. After 
some research, we found that the front projection screen 
material was prohibitively expensive. Mr. Tureau said he 
would research other possible screening materials and get 
back with me in a few days. 
Meanwhile, in an effort to cut our costs as much as 
possible, I continued to explore the possibility of 
borrowing and obtaining donations of other props, equipment 
and materials. Joe Catalanotto of Independent Studios, an 
old friend of mine, allowed me to "root through" his prop 
storage and unused construction material. There I found 
several partially used rolls of white seamless paper used 
for studio backdrop material. The opacity of this paper is 
sufficient for front projections. There was an adequate 
amount to construct the projection screen. Mr. Catalanotto 
generously donated the seamless paper, several pieces of 
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masonite to use for flooring, and enough pieces of scrap 
plywood and lumber to build the scenery props. 
I then contacted the Facility Manager at Roussel Hall 
to inquire about the possibility of using the sound baffles 
to support a screen of seamless paper. I assured him that 
the baffles would not be marred or harmed in any way. He 
agreed! 
I then consulted with Mr. Tureau about the process of 
constructing and hanging. We decided to tape the seamless 
paper panels together on the reverse side and support the 
top and bottom with two-inch PVC pipe. We would then attach 
strong cording to the top, lift the screen in place and 
securely tie the cord to the supports on the back of the 
baffles. We consulted the production calender and set the 
date and time for screen and floor construction at Roussel 
Hall. I then informed the Facility Manager of the 
scheduling. 
After leaving several messages to contact the 
Technical Director for the production, Eileen Cooley, in Los 
Angeles, I finally reached her to inform her of our 
progress. After discussing the equipment I had reserved, 
she informed me that she could rent a higher quality 
dissolve unit at a less expensive rate in Los Angeles. 
Moreover, she told me the projectionist was used to working 
with that particular dissolve unit. We agreed to reimburse 
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Ms. Cooley for the rental fee upon her arrival. 
We also discussed staging and technical details of 
Roussel Hall. I informed her of the situation with the fly 
system. She reassured me that we could work out any details 
upon her arrival. I agreed to have a detailed, scaled 
ground plan ready when she arrived, along with a listing of 
available lighting instruments and the control capabilities 
of the lighting system. She said she would determine the 
lighting design and plot in New Orleans. We also finalized 
the set up and rehearsal schedule. 
During this time, we discovered that the hotels that 
regularly donated rooms to the CAC for artists were 
unavailable because of several large convention bookings. 
Previously in this situation, the CAC had housed artists in 
the Dominican Conference Center, a dormitory and seminar 
facility operated by the Dominican Sisters near the Loyola 
campus. I contacted the Center and scheduled four rooms at 
$22.00 per night for the duration of the company's stay. 
Another aspect of pre-production planning was securing 
the technical set up and running crew. A sound 
technician/operator and a lighting technician/operator were 
needed. I contacted a sound technician who had previously 
worked CAC productions, whom I knew to be competent and 
reliable. He accepted the job. A lighting technician was 
hired through the UNO Drama and Communications Department, 
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who came with excellent references. They both were 
available for set up, rehearsals and performances. 
I contacted several performing companies, university 
theatre and opera departments concerning borrowing or 
renting a fog machine. The technical requirements 
specifically stated that Ms. Rosenthal requested nontoxic 
fog solution. Moreover, the fog had to be such that it 
would rise adequately as well as be dense enough to reflect 
a beam of orange light. Checking with the Roussel Facility 
Manager, I discovered that some fogging applications had 
previously triggered the fire alarm system, something else 
he "forgot" to tell us. Therefore, there had to be minimal 
application. I consulted with the Technical Director to 
determine the time-frame of fog usage. She informed me that 
the minimal total application would be no more than 30 
seconds. These requirements ruled out dry-ice fog machines 
that we could have borrowed from UNO's Department of Drama 
and Communication. We rented a high-quality Rosco brand fog 
machine with fogging solution from the New Orleans Opera 
Company. 
A further technical requirement was a pinspot lighting 
instrument. This was graciously lent to us by Tulane 
University Music Department. 
There are invariably unforeseen situations that occur 
at the most inopportune times. The week before arrival of 
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Ms. Rosenthal's company from Los Angeles and scheduled 
set-up, we were informed me that the Facility Manager could 
not find the required lavalier microphone. I immediately 
telephoned audio-visual companies and several sound 
technicians but, because of the many conventions in town, 
none were available at such late notice. I contacted Ms. 
Cooley in Los Angeles, and she informed that she would rent 
one herself. We agreed upon yet another reimbursement. 
Fortunately, she was able to get a reduced rental fee. 
The final week before production set up I acquired hand 
props, confirmed rental pickups and volunteer ushers with 
the CAC Volunteer Coordinator, and confirmed front-of-house 
arrangements with the Facility Manager. Most of the posters 
and flyers had been posted and distributed in strategic 
locations around the city for the previous two weeks. 
During the final week, I posted and distributed them in 
nightclubs, lounges and coffee houses and stuffed university 
departments' faculty and staff mailboxes. 
Ms. Ronquillo and I had coordinated transportation of 
the company and equipment upon their arrival in New Orleans. 
My van was used to transport baggage and equipment, while 
Ms. Ronquillo transported the artists. Ms. Cooley and I 
confirmed our set-up and rehearsal schedule, while press 
appearances were confirmed with Ms. Rosenthal and the 
musician. 
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Production 
Ms. Cooley was extremely professional and a joy to 
work with. The company was quite impressed with Roussel 
Hall, the scenery, the equipment and the technical crew. 
The set up and rehearsals went as panned with few 
difficulties. Because of the technical restrictions of 
Roussel Hall, the flying cauliflowers were struck, without 
any detriment to the script. The lighting set up proved to 
be less difficult than previously planned. The sound 
equipment was set up without difficulty, and the screen 
construction went surprisingly as envisioned. 
The stage and technicians were ready for technical and 
dress rehearsals the next day. As the projectionist was 
setting up the projection equipment, he discovered that a 
power cord was missing from the dissolve unit. Hurried 
phone calls were made to audio-visual and electronic 
companies in the New Orleans area to acquire a power cord. 
We were surprised to learn that the missing cord was 
specifically designed for the dissolve unit, and our search 
proved fruitless. A call to the rental company in Los 
Angeles resulted in an overnight delivery. 
Nevertheless, the rehearsals continued without slide 
cues. Ms. Ronquillo and I acted as stage hands and dressers 
backstage. All sound, light and stage cues were worked 
through and finalized. The dress rehearsal that evening was 
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successful, even without the 480 slide projections crucial 
to the production. 
To coordinate sound and light cues with the projection 
cues, it was decided to have an unscheduled dress rehearsal. 
An early call for the projectionist the next day was 
scheduled in order for him to be thoroughly prepared for the 
afternoon dress rehearsal. The rehearsal went smoothly, and 
we were ready for the performance that night at 8:00 p.m. 
Performer, technician and box office personnel calls 
were set at 6:30 p.m., while the House Manager and ushers 
were to arrive at 7:00 p.m. Tables were set up in the lobby 
for organizations that had supported the production to 
display their pamphlets and literature (see APPENDIX III). 
The Delta Green Party showed up in full force, occupying a 
whole table with informational material and books for sale. 
Other supporter-organizations also displayed their 
pamphlets. Copies of CAC's Articles, as well as membership 
forms were also displayed. Signage was displayed by the 
CAC, listing and thanking all supporters, as well as 
informing the audience that Rachel's Brain was an "off-site" 
production of the CAC. 
Because city regulations forbade any temporary signage 
along St. Charles Avenue, we were unable to display a banner 
on the exterior or Roussel Hall. Furthermore, the parking 
lot behind the building filled to capacity very quickly. 
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We, therefore, assigned one usher outside the building to 
inform patrons about legal parking as well as to direct them 
to the box office. 
Before curtain, an announcement was made informing the 
audience that there would be a question and answer session 
with Ms. Rosenthal in the theatre following the performance. 
This was arranged to fulfill the NPN contract's residency 
requirement. These sessions were well-attended, and they 
proved to be informative and enjoyable for both the audience 
and Ms. Rosenthal. Both performances were technically 
successful and no major difficulties occurred. After 
Friday's performance, approximately 30% of the audience 
stayed for the question and answer session, while 
approximately 40% stayed after Saturday's performance. 
Questions centered on issues raised in the script and Ms. 
Rosenthal's personal theories, as well as her baldness! Ms. 
Rosenthal was eloquent, informative and thoroughly 
entertaining. 
Post-Production and Evaluation 
Breakdown of the production occurred immediately after 
Saturday's performance. Our production crew, together with 
the Roussel Hall crew, worked to clear the stage, backstage 
and the sound, light and projection control booths. This 
was achieved in a matter of three hours! All equipment was 
transported to CAC storage. 
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Sunday's schedule including transporting Ms. Rosenthal 
and her company to the airport after a lovely brunch at 
Tavern on the Park with the production crew. 
The next week's schedule included returning borrowed 
and rented equipme~t, accounting, and scheduled production 
crew and CAC staff evaluation sessions. 
Ticket sales and attendance for both performances were 
extremely successful (see APPENDIX III). The CAC staff 
complimented everyone involved in the production. Comments 
included amazement at the size of the audience in such a 
large house, as well as for a two-performance engagement of 
such a non-traditional performance form. Rachel's Brain had 
been one of the best attended "off-site" performing arts 
engagements since the CAC facility closed for renovations. 
Comments focused on the "grassroots" audience reach as a 
result of the marketing strategy, as well as the support 
generated. I suggested that the Development and Marketing 
Departments continue to pursue these avenues of support and 
audience targets. Although many of these organizations' 
mailing lists are confidential, providing CAC promotions and 
publicity to these organizations for distribution, as well 
as the personal contact, were well worth the time and labor 
involved. There is no substitute for personal contact in 
building audiences and supporters. 
Ellen Johnson, the Public Relations Coordinator, 
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commented that the Performance Art form is frequently seen 
as "hot potato" by the press. Because the form crosses 
lines between theatre, visual arts and dance, feature 
writers and reviewers are sometimes reluctant to discuss the 
form. Therefore, Public Relations focused on Ms. 
Rosenthal's extensive background in order to build 
credibility and recognition. Ms. Johnson further commented 
that the CAC must focus on audience eduction. She felt that 
the question and answer session following each performance 
helped to alleviate any distance created by such disturbing, 
"hard-hitting" content, as well as reassure the audience of 
the reality of the performer and content. 
Many staff members, including myself, commented on the 
lack of personnel working a membership table. I had 
arranged for a table in the lobby for such a purpose, and 
had asked the Volunteer Coordinator to station a volunteer 
there. He commented that, "not enough volunteers showed 
up." I pointed out the importance of membership Qutreactt, 
as well as lost membership opportunities at such a large 
audience turnout. The Membership Director commented that 
she had been assured that a volunteer would be working the 
membership table. The Volunteer Coordinator seemed confused 
as to whose responsibility this was. 
Another major problem surfaced in ticket control. The 
total number of complimentary tickets recorded numbered over 
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10% of total attendance. It is standard practice to issue 
complimentary tickets to anyone who voluntarily supports or 
donates anything of equal or more value to the CAC or a CAC 
event. The number of complimentary tickets for Rachel's 
Brain issued to each of the supporter organizations and 
business were proportional to the estimated value of goods 
and services donated (see APPENDIX III). Furthermore, all 
these supporter complimentary tickets were for the Friday 
performance. Forty-two complimentary tickets were provided 
for supporter organizations who had included our flyer in 
their mailings, 14 to the press, and 42 to the CAC and 
production staff. Because the 42 staff complimentary 
tickets amounted to a potential estimated revenue of $500, 
it was decided that a comprehensive complimentary ticket 
policy must be established. A meeting was scheduled with 
the Box Office Manager, the Marketing Director, the 
Development Director and the Performing Arts staff (See 
APPPENDIX III). 
My experience as Production Coordinator for Rachel's 
Brain proved successful for the CAC and for me personally as 
well. The hands-on experience provided me with many 
challenges and additional knowledge of performance 
production in several ways. I was able to expand my 
knowledge of and profession experience in performing arts 
productions, from pre-production budgeting, marketing and 
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technical tasks to post-production accounting, reporting and 
evaluation tasks. 
Pre-production Coordination for Brilliant Traces 
Tasks 
The CAC had secured a Theatre Producing Artistic Director to 
begin employment November 1, 1989. The first major theatre 
production had been scheduled for production from January 25 
through February 11, 1990. Since my internship ended in 
mid-December and Ms. Ronquillo was scheduled to be out of 
town on CAC business during much of December, I was assigned 
the position of pre-production coordinator. After my 
internship was completed, I was given the opportunity to 
continue on a contract basis through post-production, and I 
accepted the job. 
The new Theatre Artistic Producing Director, Julie 
Hebert, arrived at the CAC on November 1st eager to schedule 
preliminary auditions as Director of scheduled production. 
She had several scripts in mind; however, she wanted to meet 
with and audition as many local actors and actresses as 
possible before making her final script decision. There 
were three immediate tasks: schedule and publicize open 
auditions, secure production personnel, and secure a 
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performance space. 
Audition notices were immediately distributed. 
Notices were sent to all on the Performing Arts Department's 
mailing lists, as well as distributed and posted to area 
theatre companies and universities. A press release was 
distributed to all media. Auditions were scheduled for the 
first two weekends in December. Ms. Hebert was impressed 
with the turnout, and as a result finalized both the script 
and performers. 
Brilliant Traces, a gO-minute original play by Cindy 
Lou Johnson, featured two characters, a young man and a 
young woman. The plot is a love story that borders on 
surrealism. A young woman in a wedding dress appears on an 
oil-field worker's doorstep, he lives a sparse, hermetic 
existence in a one-room shack in the Alaskan wilderness. 
Ms. Hebert wisely choose this play with budgetary 
limitations in mind. One of Ms. Hebert's primary concerns 
was high quality and professional visual design. She wanted 
to bring in a lighting designer from San Francisco with whom 
she had previously worked and trusted, Novella Smith. Ms. 
Smith, a native New Orleanian, could stay with relatives and 
therefore, only asked for flat rate salary. Ms. Hebert also 
wanted John Grimsely, a scenic designer, director and 
producer, who had recently returned to New Orleans from New 
York, to design the setting and act as Technical Director. 
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The acting cast and designers secured, I began 
securing the remainder of the production crew. Fortunately, 
I was able to secure college students from the University of 
New Orleans Drama and Communications Department for the 
positions of Stage Manager and Lighting Technician. Set 
construction assistants and lighting assistants would be 
contracted on a daily rate. Ms. Hebert secured an Assistant 
Director from the CAC Playwriting Seminar. CAC Marketing, 
Public Relations and Box Office staff would perform their 
respective duties. The Performing Arts Assistant was 
assigned the duties of Production Office Coordinator and 
House Manager. 
The first production meeting was scheduled in early 
December with the designers, Assistant Director, Production 
Office Coordinator, Ms. Hebert and myself. Employment 
contracts were finalized and signed. Design concept and 
technical needs were discussed with the recognition that 
much depended upon the physical limitations and location of 
performance space secured. 
Discussion focused on the physical needs of the 
performance space in relation to the action of the play, the 
setting, lighting requirements and capabilities, as well as 
audience seating configuration, lobby needs and 
accessibility. Discussion of possible "off-site" production 
locations led to a discussion of an environmental design 
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concept, incorporating any exiting architectural and 
naturally occurring elements into the total design. Such a 
concept would allow for a range of possible production 
locations, as well as creating a total theatrical 
environment. Ms. Hebert felt that because of the play's 
surrealistic situation, a sense of reality had to be 
created. 
A production schedule was planned, including a 
deadline for securing a production location. Lists of 
possible locations were made and each of us chose particular 
locations to investigate. 
Budget limitations proved to be a significant factor 
in securing a production location. Ideally, donations were 
sought; however, if necessary, a maximum of $1,000 rental 
fee could be arranged. Location requirements necessary for 
production included the following: an audience seating space 
of 75 to 100 seats, adequate lobby and box office space, 
ceiling height and strength for hanging a lighting grid and 
instruments, electric feed capabilities, fire exit 
accessibility, dressing room space, and toilet and plumbing 
facilities. 
A prospectus was created with the help of the Director 
of Development, Peggy Outon. This prospectus described the 
play and our needs. It offered publicity and promotion, 
complimentary CAC membership at the $1000 and above level, 
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along with complimentary tickets and a private "patron 
party." Also enclosed were Ms. Hebert's resume, along with 
samples of CAC publicity. The prospectus was sent to 
realtors, building owners, and community organizations in 
and around the Warehouse District, as well as in the Central 
Business District. We preferred to locate in, or as near as 
possible to, the Warehouse District because of its proximity 
to the CAC facility. 
The production location requirements precluded many 
"bare" spaces that were offered as donations or at reduced 
rent. Community theatre and performing spaces, as well as 
university and most school theatres and auditoriums were 
either unavailable or beyond our rental budget. 
As our deadline approached, two locations' prospects 
looked promising: the Newman High School auditorium and a 
large anteroom in the Federal Fibre Mills Building. Julie, 
John and I toured both facilities, and we discussed 
financial arrangements and production needs with both 
location contacts. 
The Federal Fibre Mills Building anteroom was separate 
from the main building and adequately suited the production 
requirements. The manager of the building said that she 
would contact the new owners in Miami with the prospect of a 
donation. She assured us that she saw no problems with our 
proposal or our production requirements, and she said she 
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would contact us the next day. We said a prayer that the 
new owner would agree. 
As we toured the facility at Newman High School we 
learned, to our surprise, ·that because of "problems with 
previous outside companies," the rental rate would be $1000 
per week, as well as 50% of the door. As this was beyond 
our budget, we graciously thanked them for their time; 
however, we did not exclude the possibility of working out a 
rental there. 
The next day, the Federal Fibre Mills' Manager 
contacted us with the news that the owners did not wish to 
make the donation, their reason being that since the 
building was changing to condominiums instead of rental 
apartments, they did not wish to "risk the comfort of the 
tenants in any way." We assured her that we would make 
every effort not to bother the tenants. We would not 
obstruct accessibility, the tenants would have full 
accessibility to the building, we would provide 
complimentary tickets to the play, and so on. The answer 
was a clear "no." 
Our original deadline had passed, and Marketing was 
holding press releases and the Articles feature until a 
location was secured. Christmas holidays were quickly 
approaching, and rehearsals had begun in a temporary 
rehearsal space. Technical equipment arrangements and 
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rentals needed to be scheduled soon. Desperation was 
setting in. 
We were still in contact with various realty companies 
and building owners, and the possibility of raising funds 
for the Newman rental was discussed with the Development 
Director. She had contacted various Board members 
concerning our situation, and been referred to Talbot Realty 
as they represented several building owners in the Warehouse 
District and Central Business District. We scheduled tours 
of several spaces through Talbot Realty. 
After a day of touring spaces that were either 
ill-suited for the production or beyond our budget, we 
toured a space that had most recently been a florist shop on 
Magazine Street in the Central Business District, which was 
adequate for our production requirements. Mr. Talbot said 
he would contact the three owners and get back to us as soon 
as possible. We gave him copies of our prospectus. Before 
the afternoon was out, the owners agreed to donate the space 
to us "because at least it would be occupied," and they were 
supporters of the CAC. 
We finalized the space donation agreement the next day 
and immediately drew up a production calender. There was 
much cleaning and hauling done to clear the space. John 
said he would hire contract labor to assist him with 
cleaning, hanging the lighting grid and constructing the 
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set. 
As my internship was ending that week, I continued on 
as Production Coordinator and Technical Assistant as per the 
previous contact agreement. My final internship experience 
at the CAC proved personally successful for the obvious 
reason that it led to employment. Further, I had not worked 
on a major theatrical production since beginning this degree 
program because of time limitations. Now, I was able to be 
part of the renewed Theatre Program at the CAC, and I was 
able to use the arts and administrative knowledge and 
coordination techniques I had learned through my degree 
program. Furthermore, my previous success with Rachel's 
Brain, as well as inside knowledge of CAC policies and 
procedures, gave me the confidence necessary to coordinate a 
major theatrical production. 
Evaluation 
The major challenge in the pre-production period of 
Brilliant Traces was securing a production space. This 
became a major problem primarily because of Administrative 
Management's lack of planning and miscommunication 
concerning budget limitations. Therefore, Production 
Management was unable to make timely and efficient 
decisions. More care should have been exercised on the part 
of both the Administrative Management and Production 
Management, effectively and correctly communicating the 
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tasks and responsibilities of my job. There is absolutely 
no reason why a new Program Department Director should be 
unaware of the limitations in budget, staffing and physical 
space. Unfortunately, SUGh was the case upon Ms. Hebert's 
arrival. 
Ultimately, however, the Board of Directors are 
responsible for the accurate and timely communication of 
budgetary policy. Since the Board sets the policies which 
the administration and staff implement, fiscal liability 
rests with the Board and its functioning committees. By 
extension, the Board has to make sure that the staff 
successfully and efficiently performs their duties and 
tasks. If the administration and production staff do not 
receive timely, accurate and complete information from the 
Board, effective and efficient decision making cannot occur. 
Ms. Hebert should have had the correct budgetary information 
upon initial employment. This would have helped her make 
important production decisions in a more timely manner. 
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CHAPTER III 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is difficult to make broad recommendations because 
the CAC has been operating in the midst of both physical and 
organizational changes since the renovation of the CAC 
facility began in January 1989. The renovated facility is 
scheduled for completion and grand opening in October 1990, 
and administrative offices will be occupied in April 1990. 
Moreover, the long-range planning has been in process since 
the "Multi-Year Plan" was submitted to the National 
Endowment for the Arts in 1986, as a requirement for the 
Challenge Grant application. The plan lists and describes 
various organizational, administrative and artistic goals 
for the CAC. The current renovation is a major element of 
the plan. Organizational restructuring began in August 1988 
(see APPENDIX IV). Currently the full-time and most of the 
part-time positions are subject to temporary termination in 
the spring of 1990 until the renovated facility is open. At 
that time, a number of part-time and contracted positions 
are scheduled to be filled. Funding is constantly varying 
because the Capital Campaign is currently the CAC's primary 
short-range focus. Program planning also fluctuates because 
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of long-range organizational restructuring. These factors 
directly relate to the challenges and problems I encountered 
coordinating "off-site" performing arts productions. My 
recommendations are described below. 
1. Audience development must be expanded. Until the 
Audience Development position is filled, this task can be 
shared interdepartmentally. An effort must be made to target 
specific audience constituencies for each particular 
production. Furthermore, an effort must be made to sustain 
these audiences through such methods as program insert 
surveys, guestbooks in the lobby, membership and information 
tables at every performance and event, as well as continued 
personal communication with specific supporters. The 
audience development strategies devised for Rachel's Brain 
proved successful primarily because of my personal contact 
and communication with audience constituencies ranging from 
the Jefferson SPCA to Just for the Record. When the new CAC 
facility opens, development of diverse audiences must become 
a priority to sustain and further the mission of the CAC. 
Interdepartmental collaboration and timely communication 
relating to audience development is essential. Development 
of diverse audiences is equally as important for the growth 
and success of the newly reinstated Theatre Program. 
2. Changes in administrative and production budgets 
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must be communicated to production management in a timely 
and accurate manner. Lack of timely and accurate 
communication from administrative management was the primary 
cause of the "last minute rush" to find a production 
location for Brilliant Traces. If there had been a clear 
understanding of "off-site" production needs by 
administrative management in the initial planning and 
budgeting stages, there may not have been confusion and 
frustration on the part of the production staff. 
3. Contingency planning must be a part of the initial 
production plans. All details of each contingency plan must 
be clear and fully understood by the administrative 
management, production management and staff. If there had 
been contingency planning in the pre-production planning of 
Brilliant Traces, there would not have been a need to 
constantly reassess physical and technical aspects of the 
production. 
4. Every effort must be made to assure adequate 
production and volunteer staff based on the complexity of 
all the particular productions. Volunteer labor should not 
be relied upon for production tasks that require technical 
expertise. Contract labor funds should be budgeted 
separately and set aside from the technical materials and 
supply budgets. Coordination of volunteer labor should be 
~-----------------~~----
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jointly organized by the Production Staff and Volunteer 
Coordinator, and this shouid be a major element in the 
initial production planning. If during pre-production of 
Brilliant Traces, volunteer labor needs and availability had 
been communicated between the Volunteer Coordinator and 
production management accurately and in a timely manner, the 
contracted production staff would not have been overworked 
to the point of burnout. It is the joint responsibility of 
the production management and Volunteer Coordinator to plan 
and schedule volunteer requirements for each particular 
production. 
5. The Board of Directors should either be reduced 
in number or reorganized. Presently, the lack of 
representation by experienced theatre artists and 
technicians is surprising for an arts center with such an 
ambitious theatre and performing arts program. It was 
evident during the pre-production of Brilliant Traces that 
the Board as a whole, and specifically the Arts Policy and 
Overview Committee, was not aware of specific budgetary and 
technical needs for an "off-site" theatrical production. 
There was virtually no Board member participation during the 
initial planning and pre-production needs assessment of 
Brilliant Traces. This was largely due to the lack of 
awareness and recognition on the part of the Board members. 
The CAC must recruit performing arts professionals and 
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educators who will commit to active involvement in CAe 
productions to the Board of Directors. 
The above recommendations are meant to point out areas 
for improvement based on the challenges and the problems I 
experienced during my internship. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
The Contemporary Arts Center's organizational 
structure and the internship experience in the Performing 
Arts Department were the focus of this internship report. 
Having previously worked and volunteered in several 
technical production positions for various performing arts 
productions at the CAC, I was eager to apply my 
administrative and management knowledge to a position in the 
Performing Arts Department. The experience proved valuable 
because of the diversity of jobs and tasks to which I was 
assigned. Furthermore, because the position offered 
opportunities to collaborate with all departments, my 
knowledge of all areas of performing arts administration 
expanded. It was a pleasure to work with such dedicated 
professionals. 
The recommendations discussed above were well received 
by the CAC administration during post-production evaluation 
sessions and at several staff meetings. I offered my 
continued services in implementing the recommendations, as 
well as continued evaluation of the problems addressed. My 
continuation as Production Coordinator on a contract basis 
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for Brilliant Traces resulted ln my further evaluations and 
suggested recommendations. I will to continue to work with 
the CAC in the areas of production coordination and 
consulting in the future. 
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1900-89 National Performance Network Prlmnry Residency Agreement (February 17. 1988), p. 2 
AU other residency acti v1ties, IncI'udlng rehearsal and tech time, are to be Vsted In 
RJder C. to be attached to this Agreement and to form a part of it. 
2. The Sponsor agrees to pay to the Company, without any deduction or offset Whatever, 
the sum of Five Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty DoJJars, 
($ 5,920.00 ), whIch is the total NPN Company fee computed In Rider B in ac­
cordnnce wilh the rules governing Ule NPN. All parties understand that this fium is an 
estimnte lmsed on the information avnilable at the time thIs Agreement is signed, and 
thnt the flnnl NPN Compnny fee may vary s1' ~lItJy as a function uf fJnal major transpor­
tl1tlun costs, possible reductions in the number of persons travelling or in the actual 
number of days and nighls spent in tile prJmary city. The adjusted NPN Company fee will 
be determined prior to the NPN residency by consultation among the parties to thIs 
Agreement. 
The total NPN Company fee is pnY<lble by the Sponsor to the Company as follows: housing 
and food per diems in cash upon the Company's arrival at the prImary site: the balance 
of the total NPN Company fee at the conclusion of the Company's fInal pubUc perform­
ance, by check made payable to Rache~ Rosentha_l _ 
The times of payment are of the essence of this Agreement. .
.
 
III the case of co-sponsorship involving split financial obligations,. indicate which 
coopernting Sponsors wlll assume responsibl11ty for which payments to the Company: 
Amollnt Vale to be palo Sponsor l'espollslble for payment , " 
The Spollsor wIll, if possible, aovallce to the Company Whatever portion of the above to­
tal NPN Company fee the Company may requIre in urder to !;ecure the most advantageous 
airftll'es fwd freIght chaq~es, III the event that accelerated payments are madf: to the 
Cumpany by the Spunsur exclusIvely CUI' '-hI!; purpose, the NI'N Coordllwtor will accelerate 
payment to the Sponsor of the NPN subsidy described in Section 3 below. AllY such accel­
f!r<Jted payment w1Jl not exceed the l.oLal amuunt of the NPN subsidy and must be used 
only for the purpose of advancill~ transportatIon expenses, Furthermore, any such ar­
nlll~,'ml'nt.s must I,,~ Coonfll'ml'd III w"'l illg' wilh l.hp NI'N [;oll,'r1lllal.ol'. TIII~ p,'uvlsloll' of nllY 
mlvances by the Sponsol' to the Cumpally Is n cuurlesy, lIul il cOlllraclual obligatiulI: The 
Company is soleJy respollslble fur ~et.till~ i!!';eJ[ 011 the road. 
3. The Company Is belllg ellgaged as all illdepelldellt cUlIll'actor by the Spollsor(s). In thIs 
cOllllecUon. Jt warranls that il wiJI be responsJble [or aJJ compellsation paId to its 
i'lgents alld/or emplo~"ees tOR ether wilh tile related: wilhlloldIIIRs alld FICA; workers com­
PPlIsilLJolI. ciisnhllJ ly nlld 
chn,'gps l'cl"t Ing lo sucll 
ullcmploymPllt ills\Il'<lncp.; 
IIIIII v Idu:lls, 
anu olher governmellt -m<lndated costs orr:: 
-I, Tile NPN Cool'dillat"or a~r('p.s.J.o p,ly tile Spollsor thc sum of Two Thousand ~ 
Jl1~3~~p'ent,y T~Q VJ!l(~ld_M~~ . /)~lJ:,~,~($=2..LQ~_=~ 2.0 ( 
,.. Ilich repl'eselll~ a DO:1J'\ ( )JO'\; iubsicJy, ,'otllloetl lo lile neil"est dolla", of ~l()taJ NI'N r 
ComlJtlllY fee 11!'; fill<lJJy delel'millcu by the NI'N Cool'oillillu ... This subsidy wIll he by t;her.k 
milde> pnynhle to _~Q1Lt_eJTIQQrll..rY J1r.t§_~_e-.!!...t.~r , to be deJ!vered to the 
. ., , 
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Sponsor no later limn one week prior to the be~lnnlng of ,the NrN resldp.ncy.The NPN 
Coordinator has no other finallcial obUgaUon or liability, expressed or impl1ed. 
In lIle case of co-sponsorsh1 p illv01 vJng spi it fi nancial obl.l go tJ ons. indIca te whJ ch por­
tions of the above total NPN subsidy are to be paJd to each cooperating Sponsor: 
Amount Sponsor to receive thIs portion of the NPN subsidy 
5 .•,~" ~p~ Coordlnat,or.. ill the intere..st.:' of ,e[[i~,i,~ncy a,n,d economy, has desIgnated 
~l:ila2, "cllSer of !3enj8'I1TL' Tra!,el}ocaled at ll'iO Wasningtan Blvd., Venice,- C A ;.Y" 
• (213)3S9-1937) ., ,- : - - ~., , 1!S' the ~fOcial--t-ravel~gent-for-the 
Nntiono1Performnnce "Network. The Company and Sponsor agree to use these servJces in 
pl"icinR. schedllUng and ticketillR re!:ldency transportation ulIless alternate arrangements 
have been approved by the NPN CoordJnator. 
6. The Company will provide, at Its expense, the following: 
vi" 
8. All costumes, 
-, ; !>l.Ides, fHm9. tapes, records, scenery, mU9Jcal ill9tru­
ments and' except that the Sponsor may be requIred 
to furnish an approprIate-piano if thig Is specified in RIder D. 
b. AU licenses a/ld other permisslolls necessary for the Company's pr~sentat1ons In 
connection wiUI the NPN residency including, but not Umlted ·to, choreography, music. 
designs, texts and performance rights, 
c. The eXilct progl'ilm copy for all performances. whJch wJll not be altered or edJted 
h'ithollt the e.'<press consent of the Company. to be received by the Sponsor nO" lat'ef than 
ASAP . In the case of co-sponsorship, indJcate which Sponsor is 
to receive the program copy: 
d. The flllJ OI~ i n~ pubJi c.lly ma lp.r ials. whJ ch the Sponsor wlJ J use to publlcizc the 
resJdellcy:
 
_X__ pr'esski ts
 
_Ji__ ,captioned pubUc!ty pllOtogrnphs
 
__~ ( )audiu tapes or X )video cnssettes format: VHS
 
Other: _ 
In the case of co-sponsurship, illllicnte whIch Sponsor is to receJve promutional materi­
als: . The Spollsor U1IlJerstallds tlrat the 
Company's promotional resources may lJP. Umlted. The Compilny will cooperate with l_nter­
vIews and other reasonable promotioll;}l activities before and durillg the residency.­
i. Thp. Sponsor wiJl proviLle. ot its expense. the foJJowillg basic production/presentatIon 
services: 
a. A theater or othcr oPPl'Opl'iille pCI"formJng space, et/ulpped wHit adequate l1ghUflg 
nnd suund S~·5lcms. th'lt Is nccppli.lbJe lo the Cumpany allli !;lIch olher' alle1tuale spaces 8S 
the re~idcnr.~· ocl.lvltJes may reqllire. Each !'pace wIll be udcqlloleiy heuled or cooled 8S 
necessar'~': will he cleclII. licensed {Ifill III good ol'del'; nnll will h,we dressing rooms 811d a 
!:In·far.l~ fOl' \lel'fOl'mJIl~ lhat m'e nccPl'lahle tu the Compnny. 
b. Such rl'ont-'or-llIJlI~e nllll b(lcksl;l~e stnff os nr~ lIul'molly I'errllired for the effl­
ciellt opcrnl ion uf pe,-furrnnllr.es nlld Ollll!I' re~idency ;)ctivlties. ulld aJJ Uckcls, prugrnms 
alltl tJlI!l1icJlr n~llllln~t1. inclllding lIl'" cosls of pl'illl1l1~ nlHl maiJJllg. 
·, .
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c. All government-required permlls and insuranr-e for -its facilities and activities. 
The Company Is adviscd that such coverage is typically limited. It is recommended that 
the Company procure its own coverage for its personnel, equipment and activities. 
. I 
d. ---B...- compHmentary house tickets from among the highest priced tickets for each 
performance, unless agreed otherwise in advance. This allotment is in addition to any 
tickets offered by the Sponsor to the press. to the staff and panellsts from state, re­
gional or federal arts agencies or to the NPN Coordinator. The Sponsor wIll be the only 
party authorized to issue such complimentary tickets. 
B. It is the Sponsor's responslbil1 ty to provic1e the Company with accurate descriptions 
of the facJlitles to be used during the residency, It Is the Company's responsibl1ity to 
state its needs clearly, and to examine tlte information suppl1ed by the Sponsor before 
signing this Agreement. In executing this Agreement. the Company acknowledgr/s that the 
facillties offered are substantially commensurate with its artistic and tecflnical 
requi rements. 
In the case of co-sponsorship, indicate which Sponsor is to exchange tecJUl1cal informa­

..tion wi th the Company:
 
Detailed InformaUon about the Sponsor's performance facUIty, Including ground plans and 
lIghting and equIpment Inventory, is to be attached to thIs Agreement as the fIrst sup­
plement to Rhler D. DetaIled InrormatIon about lhe Company's technIcal. rehearsal, space 
ond crew requirements is to be attached to this Agreement os the second supplement to 
Rider D. Rider 0 Itself is to be signed by the Artistic Director and the Technical DIrec­
tor of the Company and by tIle ChIef Executive and TechnIcal DIrector of the Sponsor(s) 
responsIble for technicill miltlers for tile reshlency 111 acknowledgment of their ,receipt,. 
and exnmilliltJon of ench other's information. 1/1 addition. RIder 0 sllOuld expJIc1t1y l1st: 
<lny spnce, Ume. ·crew,. equlpmcnt or otller technIcal considerations requIred by the Com­
pilny but l~hIch are not ordinarily supplIed by the Sponsor(s); the esUmated cost of each 
such item; and the proportIolI of each expense to be paid by the Spunsor(s) and by the 
Company. 
All the parties u/ltlerstilnd that production costs incurred by either the Sponsor(s) or
 
the Company have no bearing on the offIcia I NPN residency fee or on the NPN subsIdy.
 
Any time. crew and equIpment requirements specified by the Cumpilny after thIs Agreement 
is signed wIll be at lhe sole exp~nse of lhe Comp-lIlY ulIless such revisiolls have been 
nppl'uvetl ill wrIting by the NI'N Clllll'dillutor amJ a rider spp.c1fyin~ such revision&, signed 
b~' all the pnrt1es. IHIs been nppended to this Agreement. Such changes will generally not 
be ilpproved less limn sixty days pl'lul' to the bc~illllin~ of the residency. 
9. The Company wi 11 be resfJolI~jhie f UI' the lIormnl cos ts of reasollably priced local 
tl'<I11SpurtnUon between the 10CUtioll uf lhe CumpallY's huusing and th£! primary fac111ty of 
the SPOIlSOI·(S). The 5POIISOI'(S) wlll be l'espolIsibie fol' extl'nol'dll1ary tl'(lIIsportat1on costs 
mnlle nece~~<Iry hy I'esidency act ivi I fr.s ut 01 her Jocnt lUllS. ~Ilch os III sllbul'bs or lIel~h­
IIIJI'iIlf.! cltIes. I" the r.n~p. of nllY dispute Il1vol;.rill~ such costs. the NrN Coordinator will 
ha\'e the SUJI~ plll~el' flnally tu t1('tl~rm I'll! 111£' dlsPlltl~. 
The SPOllSOI'(S) l~lll pr'o\'idp. compl1mt'ntiJl'y trnnsportR­
tioll to nI\(l f.'om thr~ nll"l'ol"t III tile hust city. _ 
.- I 
.., , 
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10. In the event of any dIspute between the Company and the"Sponsor concer~,ing any ele­
ment of Ul1s Agreement. the NPN CoordIllntor wIll, after revIewIng the relevant Issues. 
have sole power finally to determIne the dispute. 
11. No party to this Agreement will be Uable for fallure to appear, present or perform 
in the event that such faIlure is caused by the physical disability of the Company, or 
acts or regulatlons of pubUc authuritIes, labor dlfflcuil1es. clvll tumult, strike, 
epidemIc. interruptIon or delay of transportatIon servIce or any other cause beyond the 
control of any pal'ty, In such a case, all partIes will use their best efforts to 
reschedule the resIdency to occur before June 30. 1989. 
The Company will use lls best efforts to provide replncements of the same substantial 
OI't!StIc quallly should nny member of tile troupe be unable to perform as schedulell anll' 
will be the sole Jullge of the arl1sUc qunJJty of such replacements, 
12, The Company agrees to indemrdfy and hold harmless the Sponsor and the NPN CoordI­
nator from and against all claims, losses. JulI~ments. demands and expenses (IncludIng 
reasonable attOl'neys' fees) arising out of or In connection with residency activities. 
except to the extent that such claims result from the Sponsor's or the NPN CoordInator's 
wrongdoing. This indemll1ficatJon Includes, without l1mltatIoll. claims resulting from: loss, 
uamage or injury to property; personal injury or loss of life; infringements of copy­
rights or other artistic or other rights: and breaches or alleged breaches of this 
A~reement. , 
13, The Sponsor agrees to use reasonable efforts to prevellt any broadcasting, photo­
grnphing. recording or I'eproducing of allY resiliency activJty unless the express prior 
I~ritlen consent of the Cumpany has been oblalned. 
: , " 
H, The name under which the Company will be billed for all residency activities is: 
Rachel Rosenthal 
15, Tile follol~inR cumpl'ellCllsive credit will appear in all cuncert programs and press 
releases pertailling to the resldellcy: 
This presentation uf [Cumpany n"me I Is one of a naUonal series of such proRrams 
which togethel' cunstilute till! Natiunal Performance Network (NPN). designed ~o foster 
touring by aJld exchange amullg nUII-lrauitJorml, experimental and mjnority artists in 
dance. music, theater, per[ol'm;lIlce art alld puppetl'Y. The NPN is a project or New 
YOI'k's Vnllcc lhenler WOI'ksllllP ill CUUIH!ruL!lJIl wilh [local primary Spollsor's nome] and 
similarly dedicated ilI'tS orgnlli7.atiolls ill slxleell olher citIes acr'oss the cO!-JIItry. 
,,11 of which play all impt)J'lalll "lid ulI~oJIIJ: I'ole ill the IIurturing of Illnovative work. 
The Network has been made pussible with maJur IIaUonal funding from'the Ford foun­
daUoll, Ule Pew Chal'ltable Tl'usls allll the Vallce alld lIller-Arls Progrnms of the Na­
tIonal Endowmellt for tile Arls (a fedel"al agellcy based ill Washington, DC). AddHional 
Illt:ul flllldillR lias beell 'JI'ovid(!d by: [I Jslj. 
rl'umOUUII<l1 nlltl cUl\sullallt.:y sl'rvic,~~ fUI' the N:lllolHli l'el'[Ol'mmlce Nctwl)l'k art! pro­
\'itled b~' I'I~nlat:Je, a IIul/-profit SPI'vJr:I! ol'~iIId7.L1UOII for the lIaUullal performing 
'H·ts commlllll ty, 
fUI' fUl'tller illl'tJI'm"lIon a!luIIl l/IP NilliollilJ "cl'formallCP NetwOl'k. COlltilct Vavid Ie 
h'hlte. EX['C'lIth'P DirecltJI', llTW, "nd N!'N Natiol\"l !'I'uject IJJrf!r;lol', 1J,,"ce The"ter 
\\'or,",sllo\1. 219 lI'psl 19lh Slreet. :;ew )'ullc ~;r )0011 (212/{).J:)-fi200). or HCIHJta 
F'p.troni. NPN Pl'oJect CooI'lIill;JtOr. i'lt lhp. s"me nddress. 
.. , 
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Flyers calendars and maJJers will contain the fo11owing abbreviated credIt: 
[Sponsor's name] I and I The Nationai Performance Network I present.. .
 
... [particulars] ...
 
The NationnJ Performance Network (NPN) is a project of New York's Dance Theater
 
Workshop in colJaboration wJth [iocai primary Sponsor's name]. The NPN and tltis pre­

sentaUon of lCompany's name] have been made pussJbJe wJth major national funding
 
from the Ford Foundation. the Pew CharJtable Trusts and the Dance and Inter-Arts
 
Programs of the National Endowment for the Arts (a federal agency based in
 
Washington, DC).
 
Any substantiaJ aJ tel'aUon of the above t.:redi t must be "pvroved by the NPN COlJrdilHitor. 
It is the responsibllJty of the NPN Coordinator to dJstribute Flny revisions to the above 
credits.. Jt is the responsibilJty of the Spoilsor(s) to use the latest revision in all 
relevant materials. 
All use of the National Performance Network name, acronym or logo must be approved in 
advance by the NPN Coordinator. The Sponsor w111 send ten copies each of all programs, 
flyers, h'lndbills, press relerlses and any other publicity ami promotional materials to 
the NPN Coordinator. In addi tion, the Sponsor will send to the NPN Coordinator one
 
original copy (with mnsthead) of any articies, feature stories, listings and reviews
 
pertainIng to the NPN residency whIch come to its attentlon. ••
 
16. The Company mny refer td its participation in the NaUollill Performance Network in
 
its own generill promotionlll llnd publicJty materials, but only in the following form:
 
"lCompnllY] hn~ beell selected for inclusion in the 1908-89 National Performance Network."
 
It mny in 110 c<lse omit tile yeill'(s) of pnrUcJpatioll 01' othel·wi~e imply t.llilt It hh~ been
 
seJected or appl'ovetl for' parUdpnUun In allY subseqlll!llt roulld of the NI'N. The CompnllY
 
llgrees to pl'ovide the NPN Cool'dilliltor wJth One copy of any materJals It distributes
 
wldch mentJon its pnrUcJpntion JII the Network and wilh olle copy (with masthead) of any
 
relevant Ill'ess cUpping which comes to Its attentloll.
 
17. The Company agrees not to accept any uther performance engagement for a period of 
thirt~' (30) days prior to or followillg the performnnces described In this Agreement 
,,'Hhin a radius of fifty (50) mjJes from tlte location of these performances wilhout the 
express prior consent of the Sponsol'. The Spollsor understands the import'ance oC 
"satellJlc" ellJ~agements. and ngrep.s not to wIthhold such cC?nsent unrerlsonably.
- - uv
-' 10. The Sponsor _.~ tlllders tcUlri tha t eva Ilia tJon of the NI'N is an important 
part of the NI'N COOl'lUllntor's old I~iJllon til the I'rojl~ct's (1II1den;, Tlwl'cfore, the pnrtJes 
llgrt>e to submit nny intel'lm nnd flnni reports which thr. NI'N Coordll1alor mny rp'lup.st in 
a timeJy alld completemallllt~r.a!. 1~p.II n$ the promut!ollal alld press materiaJs detaJJed in 
Sectiolls J5 alld 16 above. 
tH. SpecJnl dr·t.:llm~tilIlCp.S Involvlll~ co-~ponsorsht" lIot ndell"ntely describ~dII lids 
sl:lIIl1nl'd A~I'eemellt shollld he detnlled In nil e~hiblt Inbeletl Rider E. JnitJai by the 
parties nllll made a pnl't of lhis Agre{'ml~lIt.. Is such n 1'Idcr attached? ()Yes ( Nu 
20, Thls A~l'e('ment. JncJUlllng Its I'1del's. ,lIld the exdlnllge of consJderatJon for wldeh it 
pruvides sets oul 1I1p. pal'Ues' ellUre ulluerslandjllg cOllcernlng Its subject matter. and 
mn}' be modjflec1 ollly h~' n writln~ signed by all the pill·tIes. It wil1 be cOllstruf?d ill 'lC­
coninnce with lhe In\,,~ of lhe State of New York applIcable to contracts madc lJlld wholly 
to he perfol'm~d JII t1I<1t slnle. 
-----------
----------------
--------------
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SPONSUR 1: c~ 
j 'ure) ... (Authorized signature)-(Au'~1z~ed
Vate: 2. . Vate: ct!f>/71 _ 
SPONSOR 2: 
(Authol'ized signature) 
Va te: _ Vate: 
r ' 
The following riders must be attached to this Agreement olld initialed by the parties: 
Rider A: Contact Inforlllation Complete contact informaUon for Ule artistic. techn.lcal 
and promotional staff of both the Company and the Sponsor. 
Rider B: NPN Company Fee Computation fee computation worksheet 
Rider C: Residency Schedule A complete schedule of all residency 8CtJvit.feS. includ.lng 
company rehearsals and tech time. 
Rider D: TechnJcal Requlrements Listing of extraordinary teclmicaJ, crew and other re­
quirements and the means agreed upon to pay for these: supplmented by the Sponsor's 
pel'formance facillty groulld plans and lighting inventory alld the Company'~ terl.mical 
requ! n~mell t slice t. 
Rider E: Co-Sponsorship Pl'ovisions (H app11coble) ]n the case of co-sponsorship, a ue­
scription of any special circumstances not odequately described in the standard Agree­
ment, such as the d!vi$ion of financial. technical and promotional responsibilities. 
f 
Tllis standard NPN Primnl-y Hesidency i\~,.eement was desiRned by Pentacie in consultation 
,.';1 Ilancr. Thenter WQJ-kshop ond wllh tile kimi ossistnllce of Theodore StriRR]es, Esq. 
t~lltacJe, a f1oll-profJ t service ol'l~arJ1zatJon for the natioflai performinR arts commufllty, 
pl'ovide~ .'II}motJonui alld consultancy sel'vices for the Natiollal Performallce Netwol'k. 
----
-----------------
----------------
----
------------
-----------------------------------
.. , \ 
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nWEn A 
CONTI\CT INFORMATION 
In cases of cooperative 
Company should deal wJ VI 
sponsor'shJp, f111 out both columns 
In each of the JndIcated areas: 
and asterisk the 
f 
person the 
SPONSOR 1: Contemporary Arts Center SPONSOR 2: _ 
Artistic Matters Artistic Matters 
Nnme Elena_RonqQillo Nnme 
THle Dir. Performing Arts TJtle 
Address P.O. Box 30498 Address 
--_.---­
New Orleans~A 70190 
Phones (504)523-1216 Phones 
Technical/Production Matters Technical/Production Matters 
Name same as above Name
Title Title 
Address Address 
Phones Phones _ 
PUblicity/Promotion Publiclty/Prollotion 
Name Denise Chetta Name ' _ 
Title Marketing Director Title 
Address same as above Address 
Pholles Phones , , 
FJnances/LogJs tlcs FJnances/LogIstJcs
Nnme _NnmePat Carter 
TItle Fiscal Director TJtle 
I\ddress same as above Address 
Pholles _ Phones 
ARTIST/COMPANY: NPN COURDlNATUH: 
Artistic Director Na tional Project Director 
Nnme Rachel Rosen thaI David R. White 
Address 2847 S. Robertson BI vd. Dnllce Thealer Workshop 
Los Angeles, CA ~.90~1 219 West 19th Street 
(213)839-0661 New York, NY lUUl1 
Phones 212/645-6200 
Technicol DIrector NPN Project Administrator 
Nnme Eileen Cooley Hrmn la I'e trollJ 
AtldJ'ess _~121 Lookout Mt. _______ Dnllce Thcnter Wor'kshop 
______Los Angeles, CA (Snnle n~ "hove) 
Phones (213) j~ ':-~56-2902 212/G45-6200 
rnmpnllY Mnnnger 
. ;."'11' Lima Sibio 
,\ddn.'ss 2248 Moore St.LA, CA--900~-----------------
PlJulle~ 213::Q§{~-J~~i> _ 
· ~ . ." 
I 
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RIVER B 
NI'N COMPANY FEE COMPUTATION 
Please round all amounts to the nearest dollar. 
A. Salaries and wages 
NIJrr.bp.r of artistic persollnel, Includll1g Vlreclorls)....... 2 
Number of techllical and other support personnel.. ~-----2 _ 
Specify function of each tp.dlJlkJrlll or ot!lP.r lI()n-p~r[ol·mIllg personllel: 
(1) Technical Director 
(2)~-ro.rect1On~ir:s::-:;t:---
Totnl IIumber of persolls la) 3 _ 
i.en~lh of resldelWY In weeks (b) ---:;;1=--­ _ 
Total salaries and wages: Mul tJply (a) x Ib) x $425 k .. 1..L!_7.....;O:....O=---_ 
8. Fringe 
Fringe benefits will be reimbursed ot n rate of 20% of salarics (I.e., ot the rote of $85 
per person per week) if ond only If the Company places its personllel on salary for the 
NPN resIdency beIng cOlltracted herein, and only for the personnel actually placed on
 
salary for the specified time. The decision as to whether any or all personnel are to be
 
paid salaries as opposed to fees Is at the sole dIscretion of the Company. which is be­

ing engaged as an independent contractor by the Sponsor(s) according to the terms of
 
Section 3 of this Agreement and whIch thereby agrees to abIde by all appl1<1'able govern­

mental regulatlorrs cOllcernIllg employment. If the Company claims fringe payments, it will
 
be required to rlll"llish approllrialp. documenlatIon to the NPN Coordillator at the COllclu­

sion of the applicable reporting period.
 
~umbel" of persolls lo be paid fees Ic) 
:
, ~.
 
Number of persons to be paid snlaries (d) _
 
I.englh of r'esidency 0" l~eeks (11)
 
Total fringe payments: MulUply (d) x (b) x $85 8= _--=0 _ 
C. TrallsportaUoll 
Cost of thp. most ecollomical mp.nns of round-tr'lp tl'a/lsporlation, consistent wJlh the 
r'eslde/lcy schedule. between the Cumpnny's home base and the Sponsor's city: 
Check if by (X)uir, I )Irilin or ( )nlller: _ 
Cost per roulld-tr-ip ticket Ie) _~L _ 
:'lumber of persolls travelling (a) _4______ I L/
1 2.72- ...... 0Total transportiltion: Multiply (e) x (n) ; C= !. __ 
All pnl'ties ullderstcHld that the primary spollsor engagement is meant to serve as the 
nllcleus for an potentlnl cUllse .. u! ivc 10111'. Therc[ore, [or the purpuses of fee computa­
tion. tl'ilvel costs to ulIly one prlmary si le mny be Incillded. In the event that two NPN 
residencies are Jncluded in lIle salw Iliner'ary, lrilvel cosls will be divided proportion­
.dly amollg Ule NPN Sponsors involved ;"\ccording to a formllla to be adjudicated by the 
~/'~ r.ool'(Ii/lntor, ilnd wi Lh the PI'OV iso Ihal 110 Sponsor(s) will PilY more than the price of 
round-trip transpol'tiltion between the Compilny's home <lnd the host city. All parties fur­
1I1cr 1I111lcl'slnnd thul the NI'N fee sll"ll(:lllI'e Js d,!sJ~lIed lo pOly the ~tunl costs i/lvolvcd 
111 NPN t'es hlenci es nlHl lhn t. con5eqllell tJ y, t l'aVf~ I cos ts re 1mbut'sed by other proJecls and 
PI'1l~I'nm5 mny nlll be I'cjmblll'sccI /lIs" h}-' r-;I't'f unci musl IIlII be rerIecled above. All qlles­
tiuns concel'ning n~imblln;nble tl'n'Jel costs, including menns of tl'illlSportiltion /lot iJsted 
.,\love. should be rpf'·ITP.d to til" NI'N r""l'Iffnnlnr. l.f:<;t :IllY trnnslwrtatfon expenses relm­
I,''''spd 1>1<' othel' Il/"ojects 01' I"'ograms (<;OIIlT~. flmfJlInl): 
I"~;~aJs.-c"':,"',I'~-~Pu~~:,~:~_-M7Ai,~;~-~__ Cuul'dinalor-----&Pl-J:)~ 
Dnte: ~6 I ... &, !J,M~, NPN 
__~J.J~ ~r 
., , 
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RWER () (cont.) 
NPN COMPANY FEE COMPUTATION , 
I 
D. Housing
 
Number of persons travellIng (a) 4
 
Number of nights company will be in residence :.. (f) ---.1> _
 
~lu1tipiy (a) x (f) x $50 (g) 1,000
 
Actual cost of housIng, includIng taxes (h) _
 
Cost should not include any food or phone clmr~es.
 
If suitnble fl'ee housing is IJI'ocured for the compnny. (h) should be $0.
 
/lousing allotment: Enter Ule lower of (g) or (h) D= __~1..A.~0~0~0~_
 
E. Food per diems
 
Number of per~ons t.rnvelling (;J) 4::- _
 
Number of dnys tile company will be in residence (1) 6
 
A total of one travel day is aJlowed. provJded that thetotal not-;-xceed seven for
 
one-week residencies and fourteen for two-week residencies.
 
Food per dlems: Multiply (a) x (1) x S30 E.. 7_2_0__
 
All parties understand that the flmounts listed In. sections A through E are caps. Any 
addItional expenses for these items necessitated by additional Company personnel will be 
at thc Company's sole expense unless these additions are a~reeable to the Suonsor(s) and 
have been approved in writing by the NPN Coordinator. • 
All parties f\wther understand that If fewer persons than Jndicated above partIcipate in 
the NPN residency. then the total NPN Company residency fee and the NPN subsidy will be 
reduced accordingly. .~. 
It i~ expp.ctp.d thut t1w entire (oml.Jilny. Including techllJcal persollnel. will be in rr.si­
dellce with the Company for th£! enUre duratioll of the NPN residency being contracted 
hel"f!in. flny dev.iaUolls frum lids norm mu~t be approved by the NI'N Cuordinator'· ~nd re­
flected in the calculations in secUuns A through E above. Describe any such deviations: 
I
F. Miscellaneous administrative expense allowance for freight charges, local transporta­
tIolI, long-distnnce calls, publir:ity materials, pustnge, office supplies. costume clenning 
i1IHI repa i r. et.c., admJ lIis tra I.i Vp s t a If and hook III~ c:omm JssJ (JIIS. Check olle of the 
following: 
IX) fixed amount for a olle-week rp.stdellcy= $1,300: ( ) for a two-weck residency" S11 400 
Limited funds may be available from the NPN Natlonal Cool'dlnator to subsidize 
extraordJnary fl'elght expcnscs. COl II thp. lIalJOIml off1ce fOl' details. 
Total miscellancous aumllllstratlvp. expp'llse Ollow8I1ce F= __--:1::::..L.-=3--:::0;...;0"--_ 
TUTAL NPN COHI'ANY FEE (Aud A [J C U E F) G= 5.994. ~ y' 
2~ .:lOCl"-,~w~: Sl:Usw\,: (~G 11~3.5" fur one wcc~ ?j;)G5 :\; for two-weeks................
x ..,._ 
Initials: coml'"n~~ Spunsor(s)_ .. ..1,.A------ NI'N Cool.din01tol·-aJff'u-...~P 
IIntc: _Y'l:/'£-' ---- 5/b~~---- --";rD --­7 
II 
. I 
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RESIVENCY SCHEDULE 
69 
Please furnish a complete schedule of all activities involving the Company during th£ 
NPN residellcy period. illdudll1~ time allotted for company class. rehearsals and tecllllica. 
set-up [or the perro,'mallces. Use tile space provided for allY relevallt explnllatory notes 
Attach an nddjUo/J<l] sheet. if necessnry. 
Day Date Times Event Location 
Wed. Oct. 11 9-5PM Tech Roussel Hall 
Thurs. Oct. 12 9-5PM Tech II Ir--------­
~~i --: _Qct-li- 9-_5P!!-__~eheaI_~~!___ _~" " 
Fri-!. _'_'_~'--- after performa!1ce - _q~es.Jai1~JleriOCfl " 
Sat. Oct. 14"" " "" 
..
 
___________~--',-L:.---
--1_'- _ 
1111 tinls: 
Onte: 
NI'N Cuon.Jillato,' Rf 
---ili~
---7r-; 
I 
------- ---- ---
-------------------------
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RIIJErl V
 
TECllliICAL REQUIREMENTS
 
I 
The Sponsor(s) shouJd attach to tlds RJder a copy of the current ground plan and ligltt­
in~ and equipment Inventory suppl1ed to the Company, The Company should attach to this 
RJder a copy of the techrdcaJ specHicaUon sheet applicable to the residency and sup­
plied to the Sponsor'. 
List below allY lighting, sounu or other technical equJpment, musical instruments, props, 
set elemellts. flooring, crew, space and time rellui/'ed for residency activities and per­
fOl'mances whIch are noL normaJly proviued by the Sponsor(s) to vJsiting artists at the 
Sponsor,ls(s') sole expense, but whJch are required by the Company [or the residency. For 
each Hem, specify Lhe estimated cost and the proportions of that cost to be assumed by 
the Sponsor(s) and by the Company, Attach alld initial an additional sheet. if necessary. 
Estimated Company Spollsorl Spollsor2 
Descriptioll of Hem Cost share (%) share (\) share (') 
$---- --_% --_% --_% 
...,...- ::rN/ A_........._-.-_....,--..,_-,r, $ % 
--_% \ see attachea- All technicaJS bstecrare-- LoY' % %$---­
---- ----
--_%
responSlbility oTsponsor incrucrr:ng--costs-:--­ $---- --_% --_% --_% 
--_% --_%$ 
---
% 
%$---- --_% --_% 
The undersigned hereby attest to the accuracy of the information they have sent and to 
their understandIng of the information they have received. 
AJJ the p[ll·ties U1rtlerstallll that any revJsJolls made to this informaUolI after .-thi~ 'J\gree­
mellt is siglwd mllst be approved III writing by the NPN COOl'dinator. All the parties fur­
ther understand that any adtllUollnl items required by lhe Company wUl be at the 
Compc\llY's sole expense unless otherwise agreetl in writing, approved by the NP.N Coordi­
nalor. nlld siglleu by nIl the 1)[I!'ties, 
( )Check here if this is a revised Rider O. Vate: _ 
~: _i-- :t3~-::::=--==:: 
IChle! Exe~;I;~ I 
Date: ---- -~~--f?----
(Techll..tcal Virector) (lee/wcial Virector) 
Date: _ Date: 
VANCE TIIEJ\TER WORKSIIOr. INC.CO~______ 
--ll\I-t!stis",U}'ector=)- - ~---- lAuthol'lzeu slgnaLure) 
DaLe: V_'7I'/ S- _ Vate: 
~~~~~-
lTechnicaJ Director): 
Date: C77 J' 0 / .. 
-------
-------
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Rachel's Brain Budget 
NPN APPROVED FOR 1 WEEK RESIDENCY: 5 DAYS, 2 PERFORMANCES: 
Artist Fees $425 x 4 Artists $1,700 
Fringe 85 x 4 340 
Housing/per diem 80 x 4 x 5 Days 1,600 
Travel 350 x 4 1,400 
Company Fee Flat Rate 1,300 
6,430 
NPN SUBSIDY 35% ( 2 ,21 9 ) 
CAC PORTION 4,121 
REQUESTED BY COMPANY: 
Performer $4,000 
Musician 1,000 
Technical Director 600 
Projectionist 250 
Airfare 1,400 
Car Rental $50 x 5 days 250 
Per Diem 45 x 4 Artists x 5 days 900 
Hotel In-Kind as per CAC o 
8,400 
Less NPN TOTAL (6,340) 
CAC IMMEDIATE NEED 2,060 
\ ~.f 
<­
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CONTEMPORARY 
ARTS CENTER 
AGREEMENT FOR PERFORMANCE 
PROJECT RactleJ's BraIn LOCATION RQ.u$sell Hall. Loyola UnIversIty 
OPENING FrIday Oct. 13. 1989 CLOSING Saturday Oct. 14. 1989 
TIMECS) 8:00PM both performances ".' ~ 
ACCESS TO SPACE Wed, Oct. 1ft' Thurs Oct. 12. Frl. Oct. 1i§ BAJ1 - 11 pr1, Sat.' 4!, M~ 
TOTAllY VACATED BY Sunday Oct. 15. 8:QQN1 
ARTISrS NAME Ractlel Rosenthal 
ADDRESS 2847 51 Robertson Blvd. Los Angeles. CA 90034 
PHONE (213}839-Q661 
55· 114-30-0479 
ThIs Is an agreement between the artist/company named above and the 
Contemporary Arts Center for a performance or series of performancas on 
the dates spec If Ied above. 
.' 
The Contemporary Arts Center will provide a performa~~ facility I 
equipped wltl) basic Ilgl)tlng and sound eQulpment.Tl;lree~[echnlcal persons 
will be available to assist load-In and set-up on the access dates 
speclrled above and work sound and lights for the performance. All front 
or house, box of f Ice and refreshment concessions are the sole 
responsibility of t1)e CAe. The CAC will promote the event according to Its 
standard procedures. Any additional or special promotlon which the artist 
Wishes Is at the expense of the artist. HOWEVER any printed or typed 
materials released publicly by the artist containing the name of the 
Contemporary Arts Center must be first approved by the CAC and copies 
provided, Access to the performance space Is allowed only as noted above. 
The CAe provides liability Insurance for this proJect, fuclUdWg·lJfU' .• ' . :I 
"~.~~:':~:'~'." "..~-:- ~ equipment, costum~~, props or any other personal' 
Items brought Into the performance site. Any Items or material brought In 
the performance site are at the so.le riSk of the artlst/company. 
~ 
900 Camp Street P. O. Box 30498 NllwOrillons. LA 70190 (5004) 523·12 
.... ~ 
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Performance Contract Page two 
;~~4M}J.mporCJry Arts Center will PCJY the artist/company 'a fee of 
payable Oct. 10 (arrival) $900 per diem In cash and balance Oct. 14 
, after ttle f1nal perforrnance by check (see attached for breakdown of fee). 
ThIs fee 1s Inclusive of the Nat10nal Performance Network Contract fee 
also agreed to by CAe and artist. 
Cancellation of this project, arterlt 1s announced to the pUblic, rnay result
 
In suspensIon from further contrclcts With the CAC, and cl forfe1ture of any
 
fee.
 
The artist/company named above agrees to provide the CAC with
 
biographIcal Information, pl)otographs, etc. as requested for Its records
 
and for publicity and marketing purposes. In addition, the artist/company
 
agrees to make Itself reasonably available, With prIor notice, for public
 
appearances related to promoting the performance.
 
Additionally, tl1e artist/company agrees to abide by CAC procedures as
 
directed by CAe starr, and will not alter or damage the facilities or
 
equIpment provided for the use of the artist/company, nor behave 1n a
 
manfler which will endJnger lI)e sJrety of any starr member; volunteer, or
 
audience member, or the gOOd name of the Contemporary Arts Center.
 
It Is the responsluility of t1)e person signIng thIs contract on behalf of an
 
aI'tlst/company to mak~ known the provisIon outlined here to all persons
 
working will) the company..
 
---~ 
Art 1st/Company Representat lve For the Contemporary Art 
llf//~1 r;)13!ft~,/ 
Date Signed Date Signed 
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AGREEMENT FOR PERFORMANC[
 
BREAKDOWN OF FEE
 
RACHEL ROSENTIIAL - CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER
 
ART I51'S SALARY $4,000 
t'lUS ICIAN 1,000 
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR . 600 
SLIDE PROJECTIOI~IST ' 250 
TRANSPORTATION . 1,2/2 Airfare U-­
250 Car Rental 
PER DIEI1 (4 X $"15 X 5) 900 
HOTEL BILLED TO CAe 
TOTAL
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APPENDIX II
 
1. Rachels' Brain Promotional Package	 76
 
2.	 Rachel's Brain Promotional Poster and Mailing
 
Flyer . .84
 
3. "Gambit" Publicity	 86
 
4. "Times-Picayune" Publicity	 87
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CONTEMPORARY 
ARTS CENTER 
CAl.L FOR C(J--SPON30RS. SVPPClRTE({S, VOLUNTEERS 
NE!,.LQJ1LEfl.t-!S _~~ttl,ER O~HEL' S _BRfll N_~_...J~J':lJSENTEJL!iY LEG];:f':"QflRY 
r.~Bf~9~Cl.LilliTI~..I-~H1-':'L ROSr-:rrrH~ 
Iu:lCHEL RUSENTHAL, THE 6{)-YE::AR-OLD VISIONARY PERFORl"1A."-:CE ARTIST 
HAS BEEN SCHEDULED bY THE CONTEMPOR.HRY HRTS CENTER PERFORMING 
ARTS DEl'ARTME~T TO PRESENT HER OBIE AWAR1J WINNING PIECE 
r~AL'~U;:L 'S Bf'\£:lHL A SEARl NG AUTOBI OGRAP!-Li CtiL SOLO PERf'ORJ1ANSE 
HDDRESSIN(~ FEMINI~T. ENVIROI1ENTAL, POLITIC:AL. AND CULTURAL 
ISSUE~; ON OC1'UBEH 1~ ~ 14 ~IT LOYlJU)' S ROUSSEL HALL. 
THIS Itlf-'ORTANT EVENT IS BEING F'RESENTED BY THE CAe THROUGH THE 
r"ATION(J..., !"ERfORi'1ANCE Hf:TltWRK OF THE DANCE THE.-1TRE WfJRY'.5HOP ] N 
NEl·) YO.;U:. A~W IS CO-SPONSORED BY THE LOYOLA GUEST LECTURE 
COMMITTEE AND THE NEw ORLEANS :.·.FJMFN· S CAUCU~; f'OR HIS ARTS, 
I N AN E:FFORT TO NETWORK 7HRllUGl-' {-lND 1 NVilLVE THE Nr:I": ORLEANS 
COtIMUNITIES TO ANfJ FOR l..JHOM RACHEL' S WOHK SPEAY.S. WS A1'~::: ~r::EKl NG 
ADDI"nr.NAL l-:EL~. 
WE NEED BOTH PPIANCI AL AND NON-F'l N(--lNCIAL SUPPORT: 
CO-SPONSORSHIP. CO-'-MAI LI Nc;S. TICl"'..ET SALE~-';. GROUP 'TICKET 
C[-t!"!f-'HIGNS fu~D m~Y I N-Kl ND DUNATIONS J,..JILL BE I ACKNOWLEDGED ON ALL 
CHC PU!3L:CITY ~IND PROGRA11S r(1!<. THE PERFORJ'lANCJ;:S. (OR NOT. IF YOU 
WISH) WE ARE ALSO C!--!ECKINCi Il";1'O THE POSSnHLITY 0;:- SUPPORTER 
DISPLAY/INFORMATION TABLES IN THE LObBY OF r<.OUS~;EL HALL FOR Tl--!E 
TWJ PER>.<;'ORt''''ANCE~. 
PLEASE LOOK OVER THE Er-;CLOSED I NFORMf-rr:: UN AND CLI PPIN'3S ON 
RACHEL AND B..R":.JiI;h-..:..:;;~riAIN. LINDA FRYE BUl<NHAI1. REVIEVI NG HER 
l.JQRK IN ORI. Fll~"Lt:l,. SAID "ROSENTHA.l. [HAS] ATTEI'lPTED TO USE 
M'-.JLTI-tIEDH~ PERFORMANCE TO Tr:ACH Lr:SSOl-':S AND CHANGE THE WORLD. 
SHE SUCCEEDS. . HER WIDE APf-·EA!... LIES IN HER HlPECCA8LE THEr4TR£ 
AND VISUAL ART SKILLS. HER RIGOl{OUS RESEA..J{CH INTO NEW AGE 
THINKING	 AND HER COMPASSIONAIE COMMITMENT TO ART THAT MATTER-S. " 
SHE IS TRULY A TF.ACHER. A HEALr-:R. A UNI~UE PERFORMER WHO SPEAKS 
FOR THE BURNING :SSUES OF OUf<. 1"IME. OF ALL TIMES. 
Contact:	 Elana Kon~uill0. Director or Perrorming ArtB. CAe 
Judy K. Nelson. Assistant. Hm: 821-3212 
~ :n'PLEASE MAKF CHECKS OUT TO CONTEMPORARY A.~US CENTER • AND 
DESIGNATE TO "RACHEL ROSENTHAL PERFORMANCE"."'. 
900 Camp Street P. O. Box 30498 New Orleans, LA 70190 (504) 523-1: I 
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LOS ANGELI 
CA '004 
OBIE A\VARD PRESENTED TO RACHEL ROSENTHAL 213""/02. 
FAX 2131655/no 
Performance artist Rachel Rosenthal received a special citation at the 34th 
annual Obie Awards on Monday night (22) in recognition of her latest one­
woman show Radle/'s Braill. The Obie Awards, handed out yearly by the 
Village Voice, were presented at the New Ritz in New York City. 
The Obie is Rosenthal's first theatre award. 
Rachel's Braill was originally commissioned by and premiered at the 1987 
Los Angeles Festival and was presented earlier this year at New York's ·Dance 
Theatre Workshop. 
Upon receiving the citation from actress Kate Burton, Rosenthal quipped, 
"I find this award amazing-particularly since 1 live in Los Angeles. And you 
know how New Yorkers feel about anything that originates in Los Angeles." 
Rosenthal began creating performance art pieces in 1975 and became an 
active leader in the Los Angeles feminist art community. Her highly 
controversial works brought her to prominence in the 1980's when she 
shaved her head and appeared in public in her Soldier of Fortune comouflage 
fatigues with her pet rat, TaW Wattles, on her shoulder. She ha~ since toured 
and received critical acclaim all over the world. Rachel's Brain will next be 
performed at Jacob's Pillow in Massachusetts. 
# # # 
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Rachel Rosenthal 
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.1/' .2847 South Robertson Blvd.
 
Los Angeles C A 90034
 il"~~~(213)839-0661 
-.
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Rachel Rosenthal is a performance artist. Born and raised in Paris of Russian 
parents, she beca mea US citizen after graduating fro m the High School of 
Nusi.c and Art in New York, as a World War IT refugee. She studied art and 
thea tre in Paris and New York after the war, with such teachers as Hans 
Hoff man, ~l erce Cunningha m, Erwin Piscator and Jean-Louis Barrault. She 
moved to California in 1955 where she created the experim ental Instarrt Theatre 
in 1956, performing and directing it for ten years. She was a lea~g figure in 
the Los Angeles W0 men 's Art ~l ove ment in the seventies, co-founding and co­
chairing W0 manspace, among other projects. She exhibited her cJay sculptures 
widely. Since 1975, Rosenthal has been focusing exclusively on performance, 
and has created and presented more than two dozen full-length solo and group 
pieces. She has perfor med in museu ms, galleries and theatres all over the US 
and Canada, and has been touring Europe since 1987. She was invited to per­
form at documenta 8 in KasseL West Germany, the Festival de Theatre des 
Ameriques in Nontre~ the Kaaitheater in Brussels and the Los Angeles Fes­
tival in Septe mber 1987. This year, Rosenthal will perfor m at the Granada 
Festival in Spain, and will tour Switzerland, France, Holland and Britain. In 
addition to her personal appearances as performer, panelist and lecturer, Rosen­
thal has been teaching perfor mance in such institutions 8S UCLA, UC Irvine, 
Cal State University Long Beach, New York University, CalArts, The Art Ins­
titute of Chicago, Otis/Parsons School of Design, etc. 85 well as in her pri­
vate studio. She is an NEh Fellow ($15,000 1983), a recipient of the Vesta 
Award from the 'voman's Building in Los Angeles, and is a member of the 
Cactus Foundation and board me mber of Astro Artz in L. A. and The New 
Nuseum in New York. She lives alone in the company of three dogs, two cats 
and five rats. Rosenthal is an ecofe minist, 8 vegetarian 8nd animal rights, 
activist. 
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In Rosenthal's view. all of our mistakes, sign-language lesson. While the Rachel R05:!nthal, 
including our arrival at the brink of endeavored to teach Koko by Rachel's Brain 
destruction, are due to the fact that our sign "To be or nul to be: I think.. 
Le. A,...1e. ",....... e-­
 speci~ was provided with an organ that fore I am," Rosenthal-as-Koko e Questions about our abuse of the Earth it does not know how to use. ingly professed to the audien. 
and its inhabilants. human ann "Iher­ Supported by slide projections of oneness with Big Mother, i.e.. r 
wise. were at the heart of Rachel Hosen­ various im~es and t~ts. such Il!I the Earth. "Nipples of Big Mother 
thaI's newest performance piece. quote from Koestler, plus live music where," Koko cooed. rolling ( 
Rachel's Bmin. 1987. In this solo work. (Stephen Nachmanovitch on electric back. "Whal I love best is the e 
which sh!" p!"rformed al th!" Lo~ violin), Rosenthal performed alone for dinary feeling I have when I ar Angele~ Festi\'aJ. H(1~!"nlhal t'C{plored 90 minutes, combining opera. comedy. me and Her. when She is both J 
Arthur ~oestler's ass!"rtion thaI "the and mime in a series of episodes that and the shoots I eat, the sc 
history of science, phllosophv and art approached the subject from every ing bird, the boy gorilla
is the slow process of the mind learn­ angk Among her inventions was a overhanging cliff and the III 
ing bv experience to actualize the Marie Antoinette figure wearing a wig moon." 
brain's potentials" (from janu.s. 1978). that was colledlike the folds of the The piece ended on a spiritus 
brain and adorned with a model ship, with Rosenthal high in the aU 
who announces herself as "the flower cherry picker. making a hopel~ 
of enlightenment." A decadent. under­ peal to an external God. "D~ 
nourished character. "groping for ox­ Machina," for deliverance 
ygen and the relief of decay," she sym­ apocalypse. Rosenthal already 
bolized the worship of intellect and the clear that the only means of esc 
rejection of nalure. In another episode, the internalization of divine 
Rosenthal ~plored the evolution of our sciousness through identificatio 
s~cies from hominid to Homo sapiens the physical. the Earth, and lhe 
by presenting a slide co~e of her own As in many of her previous , 
life story in counterpoint with her live Rachel's Bruin elaborated her v 
representation of a prehistoric ancestor the pllUlet Earth as Gaia, • 
of man, who gradually learns to for­ being. 
mulate the words "A thought fights its I...ike Rosenthal, other artists hJ 
way into consciousness." Rosenthal tempted to use multimedia perfon 
became her own "brain surgeon" in a to teach lessons and change the ' 
segment on scientific experimentation. But Rosenthal sUOCJeeds where otho 
OlOpping. tearing. ellling. and blender­ because she combin~ a masterfu 
izing a cauliflower. she dissected oeptual sense with the techniques n 
everything from racial oppression to to give Large audiences access I 
eating disorders. revealing them as work. Her wide ap~al lies in hI 
nothing more than the complex func­ peccahle theau:r and visual-art skil 
tions of a gland. rigorous resean:h into New Age 
In the most appealing section of the ing. and her passionate commitm 
performance, Ro~enthal played both art thal m~rs. 
Koko the gorilla and h!"f Ira;n('r in 8 Rn';n"t'rt f,.... [-inn'l F,,~ R",..,..~, 
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Rachel Rosenthal
 
I occasionally find myself speculating on just how imponant an anist Rachel Ro­
senthal would be today if she had stayed in 
New York instead of migrating west in the 
'50s. After thirty years of presenting work 
that combines cutting-edg~ idea~ in both 
form and content with an accessibility that 
is almost unique for this level'of experi­
mentation, she is only now beginning to 
receive recognition from the broad LA. 
arts audience. Perhaps it's because she has 
always rejected the temptation to use her 
abundant writing. acting and staging 
abilities to produce entenainment-specta­
c1es, instead continually choosing to chal­
lenge her audiences with some basic 
issues of hu man existence-patriarchal 
dominance, species-ism, ecological disas­
ter, human fallibility, nuclear insanity, etc­
But this is pure speculation, since I'm not 
convinced that an audience exISts any­
where that's Willing to accept the personal 
responsibility that Rosenthal pleads for. 
cester, Homo habilis, Rosenthal mimed 
the evolution of prehistoric thought-pro­
cesses and slowly developed the sen­
tence: "A thought fights its way into con­
sciousness." Humanity leamed to think. 
and its thoughts became: '" am ugly. I am 
stupid. I'm an idiot. I am guilty... ,''''500 
million years of brain evolution for this?" 
she commented. 
Next Rosenthal detailed the evolution of 
abstract thought. puzzling over such wis­
dom as "'think therefore I am." and "To be 
or not to be," and countering it with a 
demonstration of the brain's anarchy. As 
she chopped and diced a cauliflower her 
orain demanded she eat while her stom­
ach pleaded that It was full. The result was 
another decapitation. as the brain won 
again and the body lost. 
RO!enthal then played the dual roles of 
Koko. a gorilla. and ascientistwhohas been 
·.teaching the animal sign language. In their 
hilaHous exchange. the scientist tried to get 
Koko to grasp the significance of existential 
thinking. but Koko had no such problems 
with her purpose for living. Her Zen re­
sponses to the scientist's eHorts make It 
clear who should be teaching whom. 
Rosenthal reiterated throughout the per­
formance that a brain separated from its 
body will aimlessly look outside itself for 
answers. As she approached the conclusion 
her character realized the fear that this sep­
aration creates. No longer able to under­
stand the workings of the earth she tried to 
escape its bounds. She rose slowly on an air­
lift. beseeching an extemal God in heaven 
to reaffirm her muddled concept of the uni­
verse. Finally she was lost in the rafters 
screaming "Where are youl What the hell 
am I doing up herel Put me downl" asaslide 
of the Earth from space appeared and we 
heard "Now you see It. now you don'l" 
Uke the other pleas for sanity in the LA 
Festival. The MahabharaLJ .and Sar­
cophagus. Rachel's Brain oHers us the in­
evitable consequences of our ignorance. 
But Rosenthal goes to great lengths to en­
lighten uS to our complicity-not to damn 
us. but to empower us to accept the res­~ ponsibility to change things. The epilog to 
... 1 Rachel's Brain demands audience partici­
....ch.1 A~nth.l. "-cite,', .ram pation. 
Slnen Durland 
In Rachel's Bra;n the LA. Festival audi­
ence land before that audiences at the Fes­
tival of Theater ofthe Americas in Montreal 
and Documenta in Kassel) experienced a 
retrospective of Rosenthal's concerns de­
veloped through the metaphor of what 
may be the root of all of our problems-the 
human brain. "The evolution of the brain 
not only overshot the needs of prehistoric 
man, it is also the only example of eVOlu­
tion providing a species with an organ 
which it does not know how to use ..." 
began a projected quote by Arthur Koe~ 
tier that preceded Rosenthal's entrance. 
Dressed as Marie Antoinette with an out­
rageous beehive wig (resembling nothing 
so much as a brain) topped with a ship. she 
chanted and sang a text that mocked 
humanity's egocentric sense of superiority. 
This sarcastic comment on humankind's 
tendency to separate mind and body end­
ed with Antoinette's beheading. 
Reappearing in a mask of our human an­
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Contempolrary Arts Center 
The COntemporary Arts Centerpresents 
~
 
GAMBIT OCTOBER 10. /989 /9 
performance artist Rachel ROsenthal in "Rachel's
 
Brain, .. winner ofthe 1989 Obie Awarct. The
 
performance will take place in LOYola UniverSity's 
LOUis J. RouSsel Performance Hall on Saturday at
 
8 P.m. The Village VOice wrote that Rosenthal '1s
 
One OfAmerica's most intelligent, POlitically
 
committedandChallenging artists." 
Tickets are $10, $5 for stUdents with ID. Call 523. I1216 for tfcket information. g; 
"'1 * THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1989 ~E TIMEs-PICA't'\.M l 
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ENTERTAINMENT ­
, 
~. '. ... " ........ ­
Backstage 
Richard 
Dodds 
'I 
fI:ttIng~;J: "The anatomy 
of the central nerVous ~~~.riof 
performance art" ill how The 
Oakland Tribune deecribed 
"Rachel'lI Brain:' II one-woman' 
show coming to New OrlflaD8 this 
k d. " " Iwee en .' I', " 
./'" Cteatedflnd ~ffo~ed ~8i-
ye8~-old Rachel ROllerithal, thtl
 
performance piece won an Obie
 
j Award this year following ib, .
 
. New York production.' :1:",' '
 
, . ., ­
The New Orleanll engliiement, 
,. ill being sponsored by the Con-: 
temporary ArtH, Center, and will 
take place ~ p.lI1. Friday and Sat­
, urday at Loyola Univtlrlll~y's\ 
. Roussel Performance Hall. .,' 
,,' Born in PariA or Ru.ssl~ bar-! 
ents; ROllenthal hall worked in 
theater, dance and iut, and for 11 , 
. years IIhe ran .the Inlltant Theater: 
in LoB Angeles. In the early '7011, \ 
; she waB a widely exhibited clay 
eculptor, but in 1975 Rhe decided I 
· to devote herllel£ e:lcluIIJitely to 
performance art. She hell prea~ 
· and, pre.flented Inora thin, two 
;doztln ~ld and~'lrouPliece8 hi ' 
, 'museums, theatflfl an altema­
tive spaces bere and abroad."" . : 
According to the' LA W~kly, : 
.'	 Rosenthal ill th~ lIreigninll diva of . 
performance, art:'" /md Bald that : 
her newe8t work IIdemands that 
we look into our oWn beads, reel:- . 
amine our billtory as 8 Ipedes ; 
• and recognize the crossroads at I 
" which we have, arrived. It chal- i 
lenges UII to ; .. change our' 
cour8e, or ultimattlly cea8e to ' 
exi8t." ' 
Ticket8 to the New Orleans 
performance8 of "Rachel's Brain" 
are $10 ($8 tot CAe members 
and $5 Cor nudenUl): For infor­
mation call 523-1216. . . 
• '11 
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Technical Requirements 
Minimum stage Dimensions: 20' wide by 18' deep. 
Props: One pIa tform - ideal dimensions:. 7' w x 2' d x 1 '.h. 
DA\ll D -roeE:.t\0 Can be standard 4' by 8' riser if no other option 
qll~ - 1~75	 is available and stage is big enou9h to
 
accomodate it. Platform should be faced on one
 
long side and both ends. Top surface must be
 
_free of splinters. and smooth enough not to 
snag Ms. Rosenthal's costume. Painted medium 
:1LiL'1 battleship gray (flat rather than glossy)~ 
~\A ~ 
One. box - ideal dimensions:2'w x 1 '3"d x 1 '3"h. 
Dimensions may vary + or - 3". Box should 
be open in the back for use in storing small 
props. Painted medium battleship gray. 
One "kitchen-style" table - ideal dimensions: 
3 t5'w x 2'd x h. Width cannot be less than 
'3 1 or more than 6'. Depth cannot be less 
than 2' or more than 3~'. Height cannot be 
less than 33" or more than 39". Painted 
the same medium battleship gray and able 
to have its surface. used as a cutting boar.d. 
1L. OVO-A' -'on~'M~nha~-s'~t 'm~s ic·· ~t~-~-d .b-Ia ;'"i~.--;;.i;ta "£1"'~ I\~~ ~Il P;-.--------­
1 ROV~L~ One piano bench or similar sized box.7 Le. il~t+ Black f abr ic to cover and mask piano bench on 
three sides. 
One dark-colored, armless orchestra chair. 
One A.C. power strip stage right for musician's 
stand lights and effects equipment. 
, ELEN~ One electric blender which will be practical and 
requires power upstage left. 
BUY Six fresh cauliflowers for each performance and for 
dress rehearsal. 3 >,-v=. .L~~ '9CL+.::z...q· 
~oy One four-cup glass or plastic measuring cup • 
.::)\.) Dy' One large cleaver. 4) 
.::suD,1 An assortment (approx. half a dozen F 'mean-looking" 
. EL~0A kitchen knives. 
7-::;/ E One large, metal, "box-style" grater. 
BOY One BIb. bag of planting mix. 
VI:>tJ\PI: One chemical smoke machine. (Note: performers ver1tp 1 L. 
sensitive to certain fog solutions. Roscofog ~ur~r 
is preferred. Aquafog by Theater Magic has 30 ~~l:. 
caused problems in the past.) 
g~I~~~One air-lift or, if height of the grid will not 
accommodate it, one tall ladder. 
Cr. e. Me..-fa ( ~).O';\(I C4 ~ 
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Drapery: One~large front projection-screen, white bounce 
D~vID f3t..?Il-D	 drop or light reflecting whi te wall which will 
mark the upstage boundary of Ms. Rosenthal's 
performing area. If the screen is small 
enough to fit proportionally into the upper( 
_ {half of the backdrop, it's bottom edge 
~ should be 6' -2" from the stage floor for 
(purposes of a special projection effect. 
~~ELL Standard legs and borders in typical dance lay-out 
is preferred but not required. 
Rigging: During the performance~our of the six·cauliflower~ 
"'~()y" ...... fry in over the table upstage left on trick-line or 
-6(~~nb'imoQ. fishing··IJ.ne. The first two "drop" in individually . 
.y~ __' _ The last two fly in at the same time but may be 
- Lf.1. £'fE- ~LX:r5..rigged separately. Suggest heavy-weight fishing ··line 
- -PcA'!.l1L~A\.lJ.)( at-least 50Ibtest:--) run through --eye;.:bolts. Since 
cauliflowers are easily shredded by pressure from 
the fishing line, plastic. straws- are suggested as 
lining to minimize damage. 
Projection: ~wo'high quality 35mmslide projector~ with 
I'autofocus -and ~lenses__to front .E.!:0j ect the 
largest image screen can accommOdate. 
-Six·carousel projector-trays capable of holding 
eighty slides each. 
- One two-projector variable speed dissolve unit. 
- 6LV\\.~ <J,.oc> ­
Sound: QO~"P~51~c address system, preferably stereo, with 
cassette playback. 
f,(AL\ D 7 One high quality ·lavelier-radio mic capable of 
qy,. B7Jer '" effectively amplifying a very wide and intense 
~4>I·oC'~~w vocal range and being comfortably taped to Ms. 
Rosenthal's chest. The radio mic will require 
·fresh batteries for each performance. 
RO~SELLV One direct box which can accommodate a high 
impedence output from an effects system. 
£.O'J'>fl..L.-VHead-set system for communication between stage 
manager, light board operator, sound operator, 
projectionist and backstage. 
page 3 
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Lighting: Light plot will be determined based on technical 
capabilities of the facility. However, full 
design cannot be executed without a memory ~~~SELL~. 
control board and a minimum of forty 2.4kw-~~-
dimmers.-- - .--- .. - .­
Platform, table, box and airlift are necessary for 
light focus . 
.;( - 1rI '::IlA.f\ iA ~ 1<."Z- 2. - i;'''' koll..e:t '5FCC'ICl t 
Labor: set-up crew to be determined in conjunction with 
Rachel's Brain technical director and facility 
representative. 
Ms.	 Rosenthal tours with her own projectionist and 
technical director/lighting designer. 
Local running crew consists of one sound operator, 
So,..?,..:)'C', ~.L--It:> HAfIZ one light control operator and one deckhand 
c.lC:.I-\,.-6 ·•..::rOAt-JI€ bleSt R. (preferably female) whose duties will involve 
JrLU/6.M.: ,:nJvY i;hrc.PoII,... props, assisting Ms. Rosenthal with her costume,
'7' ,- flying the cauliflowers and operating the smoke
 
machine.
 
7 ~~EL~~ Extensive cleaning of set pieces and stage floor
 
~Cj) ~ ~tX h.t. -1' is required after each performance.
 
73~C(;M ~ 'PAN
 
Ms.	 Rosenthal requests the courtesy of non-smoking during 
rehearsals and wishes the stage, backstage area, dressing rooms 
and	 audience space to be thoroughly cleaned for every use. No 
dresser or wardrobe person is required, but it would be 
appreciated if Ms. Rosenthal's ·costume .could be machine washed 
(no-'ironingrequired) on a daily basis. El-e-,.J~\ WA5t\£K.. 
EMC 
(Revised 8/89) 
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CONTEMPORARY 
ARTS CENTER 
September 11, 1989 
Loyola BIever Guest Lecture CommHtee
 
c/o John Clark
 
Box 55. Loyola CHy CoJJege
 
De:)i ,Jo~,n. 
TlI:Jilk you for 39,ee1rl9 to let the Contemporary Arts Center use your 
facility at Lovola's Louis J Roussel Performance Hall on October 
11,12,13,14. We very much 3Ppreclate the busInesses and orgi:mlzatlons 
wl'riCh ha';e agreed to 'Nark ,,"ith t~le CAC In Its ofF-site programming 
during tl'rls time of renovation In the CAC buIldIng. 
ntis letter is to confirm tile dates and tImes we will be usinq LouIs 
.J ROlJ33e 1rerf ormar,ce Hall V'/e 'IV i II be present ing J performance of 
PJChel'3 E'.r3in on October 13 ~l'ld 14 at 8:00 p.m., Including 3
,( post-pe/"f0rmJnCe question and answer period. I ur,derstand we can h~h'e 
access to Uw space beginning Wednesday, October I 1,9:00 a.m. and must 
be totJlly out of tile space by Saturday, October 14, 12 pm The CAC 
agr~es to-provide technical running crews, box office and staff, arid 
marketing and public relations services for this production. )You will 
l)rovlde the technical equipment and m~'ntenance as agreed upon between 
the racll i t'f manager and the CAC product Ion coordinator. There 1s no 
char.ge fo~ our use of the St.'Jace. Tr,ere will be admission cr1arge of $10.00 
general public, $8.00 C,.\C member, and $5.00 stUdent; group rates of $8.00 
lQ.c...g[oup tickets of up to 30, and t2QQJ.n[.EbQ\/P 30 are 3150 avaIlable We 
can arrange 2 complimentary tickets per performance for' you If a vvTltten 
list is provided to ttH: CAe. The CAC wIll not be sellinq refreshments, 
- . 
Inclulilng liquor, at this event. All pl"ojects under the auspices of tl1e 
Contemporary' Arts Center are covered by our Ilabll i ty' insurance. 
Tr,e CAC <Jssumes all responsibility for promotion and press on thls.e.ent. 
When the CAe publicIzes this el/ent, y'our facility \vlll be named as Loyola's 
LouIs J. Roussel Performance Hall. Any special needs related to promotion 
'.'1111 be cleared In advance by thE'- center's marketing staff. We will m3ke 
every effort to Inc lude your n3me In as much coverage 3S we can. While 
l 
900 Camp Street P. O. Box 30498 New Orleans, LA 70190 1504) 523-1 ~ 
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H,is e\/€:nt is opr;n to trlF; pu~}ljc, the CAC will have volunteers and signs to 
help rnJintJin tr,e CAC':; ide'lta.,. ()nd Ulank project underwriters wrlile we 
are off-2.lte 
We will have our staff photographer document this project; if you 
'NIsI, caples or :311des or L)LJCk and whIte photogrJPr,s plea::,e let us know 
and 'Ne wIll r,Jve hIm contJct you with his price sl)eet and order forms 
Follov.:lng t:,e clo::.e of thIs proJect, a CAC staff person will contact 
you to partlclpJte In eVJlul1tion We welcome your ideas c.)f)d feedback 
about ti,e event. 
WltI'vut your support, the CAC would be unablp. to maIntain our 
progr<:Hmnin~l at tlw level rnZ'llie possIble by generous members of tt',e 
community. T1i3nk you for your tune and effort. 
SinCei"e I'y', C)£d7{!}fw~Elf£:?i;d( .Judy I~. IJE lson 
DIrector of Perfr)rmina Arts Production Coordinator 
94 RACHEL'S BRAIN SUPPORTERS 
Loyola Biever Speakers Committee 
New Or Ieans Women's Caucus for the Arts 
SUPDo,ters 
11arv Lou -=:,pvrnOIjr nf 
Women in Harmony 
To,)', J ,r.,. t,,:xt;.JI' J .~d 
Mystic Bookstore 
NICk ::J1 Ivp'J ni 
Animal Peace 
,Jotlrl C1.)1'1: of 
The [)e Ha Greens 
Nln::l Hp:;IPt.pr 01 
The Jefferson SPCA 
!Jll'f:' t.t ,J ['1; rn:, t, \.' ,j 1;':,:i U:- '.' .. l~: ,:,f 
-,Just for the Hecorcr 
1-.vntr ll;:lI_::JnrJI01S ()! 
Legislatlon in Support of Animals 
N.O. Sappho's Circle, Inc.
 
Southern Wild Sisters in Gulfport, MS
 
,JOE- CJt..J1~lnGtto (If 
Independent Studios, N.O. 
C0r)nlf:' h''''.ltlr l'lIJt?Z .~\i 
Loyola City' College 
Projection Video Supply 
Neil Alexander 
,.Iu::m l.Irrf':J (\:' 
Tulane Music [)epartment 
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RACHEl'S BRAIN TICKET TAllEY 
TICKET SALES:	 $B.OO $10.00 $5.00 
Mbr-s. Hon-Hbr-s Stu ISr-Cit TOTAL 
Pr~sill~ 
Mon 10/9 12 16 1 29	 42 Co-Sponsors 
Thur~1 0/12 17 46 26 8'3 42 Staff 
Fri 10/13 15 11 6 32 14 PrE-S5 
Tobl Pr~s.l~ 44 73 33 150 
Box OfficI" 
Fri 10/13 ~9 59 43 141 
Sa~ 10/14 49 128 104 281 
Tolal Box OfficI" 88 187 147 422 
TOT Al TICKET SALES	 572 
--------------------------------------------------_. ======= 
"TTEND ANCE : 
P",~-Pilid Prp-Pilid Box 
Hbr-s Hon-Hbr-s Stu .ISr-C. TOTAL ..:..T.=;O..:..T..:.;A:.:::l,--_ Com~ TOTAL 
Fr~ 10/13 34 44 2r:, 104 141 45 290 
Sat 10/14 10 30 7 47 281 26 354 
Tobl Pr~sillp 44 74 33 151 
Tohl Box OfficI" 422 
Tobl Comps 71 
TOT Al ATTEND ANCE 644 
::.========: 
HousE' Capacitl,l	 545 
Fr; 10/13 :	 290 Rat;o: 53% 
Sat lQ/14:	 354 Ratio: 64% 
2 PE'rformanc'?5 
TOT ;"L HOUSE C;"P AC ITY 1090 Total Capacity Ratio: 59% 
REVENUE: EARNED IHCOME: TICKET SALES 
Mbr-s Hon-Mbr-s Stu/SrCit TOTAL TOTAL $ 
TOT AL PRESALE 44 @> $8 73 @ $10 33 @> $5 150 
$352.00 $73000 $165.00 $1247.00 
TOT;"L BOX OFFICE 88 @ $8 187 @ $10 147 @ $5 422 
$704.00 $1870.00 $735.00 $3309.00 
$4556.00 
========= 
96 Y.lIllup of Don.llltions & In-Kind 
Unit Ouantlty 
Loyola Bil?'(er ~ak~rs Com01itt~t? Hall Rffita1 
Loyol<s Opt>ra TtR'atre- • lift U:5l' @ $50/day 
mat""ri~l US"": flooring 
TuhO'? MlJS1C Department hqhhng lnstrUfT)('ot rt>ntal 
Indl'pl'nd~nt Studiv$ matl'rials/supphl's: JumbE'r 
3eamle-:;;s pa~E'r 
SUBTOT Ai.: Hall, t'qlJipm'?nt, m~t""rialshuppli",s 
''1\''o01t>n'$ Caucus for the Arts 
Just For Tt.t> Rt?cord 
An1ma! P~~ce 
Jt>fferson SPCA 
Dt>Ita Grt>~ns 
N.D. Sappho's CirclE' 
Cry sf aI ACN'nts 
SUBTOT AL : Maihngs 
TOTAL 
mailing 
m"iling 
mafling 
rnallin(] 
mailing 
mailing 
mailing 
200 @• .25 
SOD ~ .25 
500 @ .08 
1000 @ .08 
:500 ~, .25 
250 @ 25 
Est. Yaluf!' 
$1000.00 
$200.00
 
$40.00
 
$50.00
 
$2~,.00 
_---"$""2""50.:;.0:::..:10::.­
$134000 
$50.00 
$2000b 
$8000 
$125.00
 
$75.00
 
$62.50
 
100@ .23 _--1.t~~~:::..:.,.r:::<.:JO:::.... 
.3150 $617.50 
$1951.50 
=;======= 
RACHEL'S BRAIi'L PROi)iJCT ION REVENUES 3. EXPEND ITURES 
REYENUES 
TOT Al REYENUES 
EXPEPH ITURES 
Equlpm~nt Renta I: 
:2 Pro.ie-etors 
Jasp€'r EV/ing : P.O. tI 1:\3310C 
G!?mini 2000 D15501v.. IJmt 
I't'lmbut"s!?d to Rach",l 
la'i~li",r 8att.. r"'J 11ikO? 'HO!d;,y /4d;"F 
rl?imburst'd to Eil€'E'n Coo IE"J 
rog ~hchinE' 
t"",nt ~ 1: 1'1.0 0po?t";, 
Total Equipment Rental: 
SetiProps Materials: 
2f nuliflo··..io?r: 
l'Jmb",r /m.31"t"i'l1: fc.t" ,,,I. S. ,o:or","'n '::c.n"tt'lJch:'n 
·dondt ..d at r""jU'~I?,j valu!? 
:bou'Jnt b',l IIJt't'dlJ 
~'1-.t€'ri-31s/slJpplie$ for :crl?en con.otrlJc.tion 
Total Haterlals: 
labor: 
~unning Ct'.. .,.,: Li\iht.o: 
Sound: 
Sl?t Construction: Turp~'J DO?" 81Jild' L3t'c,r 
Total labor : 
Han Expenditures:
 
LO\jold St'cunty
 
,Jdnitot"ia1. '..... .F.F. ASSl1CiiltE'S
 
Total Han Exp.
 
SUBTO r Al 
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Account a Account Nam~ 
:!,50000 4~,(1(1-20-1>~ 
1:203700
 
:1;4551'=.00 4500-20-1~<
 
$7153.00
 
1.3:7.00 5470<0-1>: EqlJip. F:E'nt.l 
:£.50-00	 'IiaitlOg for 
invoict' It'l1n1 
RKh€'l 
'1:16000 5470-20-1:-; 
___----:tt:.:,E,::<.;5"-'.~O~O:... 5470-20- ,::~ 
$602.00 
V:·O.IJO 548'",-20-1;~ 
15t: .:::0 5489-4(I-/X 
___---<1--"3...:.:?-'-'/:..;·,O~ 5489- 20-1:~ 
$IBl.14 
1-15000 5457-2CH:: C.:,.::u.;1L.3b':ot' 
1: 1'::,0 ,00 :AE,,,,,-20-1:': Proi ::: ..rvic~s 
1:;::50 on 5457-40-1>': Casu'll L'lbor 
$550,00 
:t 180 .00 5465-40- 138 Pt-01. :3~rvlcl?s 
___-"-1;--"5-'='~.:..::.~'-,..j'- 5465-..jO-GE: F'r'or, Sen-ices 
$~33"34 
$1566.4B 
Adists te~s. Housin4 1'-d"el: 
Arti:;:!. F€'~5: ·3S p~r cc,ntrad 1:757200 5437-20-1:< Artist. F~~~ 8 
P~t-[>il?ri1 . 'ti~OO.OO 54::'7-20-t:( 
HouslrIg: :t22.IJO/nlte>/18 ntlo?s Ic,I.31 t~·?600 '::.487-20-1:< 
SUBTOTAL 
TOT AL [XPS, 
=========== 
REYUWES OYER EXPEH[)JTURES 
SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTS
 
REVENUES:
 
4300- 20- 1:< :
 
45IJO-20-IX
 
Total Rl'venues. Dept. 20 
D::PENDmIRES: 
5451-20-1:< : Casual Labor' 
5465-20-IX . P,.of€'ssi~'nal St'nic€'s: 
5470-20-1~: : [qlji~.ment. Rental: 
5487-20-IX' A,-tist F~o?s: 
5489-20-1;" .	 SU~,pll~S and r'1~to?n~15 
Tota1 [xpendi turt's, D£'pt. 20 
5489-40-1~< SIJ\=,plie-s an,i ~'l;,Ien;,j=' 
5457-4t:HX '=:asu31 L.:;t,or' 
5465-40-(,5 p,'(.1t'5si,)nal ::,t',·\'i,~o?::. 
Total Expenditures Dept. 40 
F'11J€'r, post.;,', ad, typE'- design 
Program, t'JP.,-rj.,sign 
QUIck Print Post..,rs 
cokwo?d papt'r 
portion of ne>wslE'H.,r 
P05t.~g., 
3dv'""r!lSlOlJ 
U.~I<.t'ts 
Total [xpl'nditurPs. [)('pt. 45 
$8868_00 
$10434-49 
=========== 
($3281_48) 
:t25'=l7 00 
:£;4551::,1)0 
$7153.00 
~,5~.~4 
$':.02.00 
:{::::8f:Ot: .IXl 
:t4UO.l)n 
'1:550.00 
:f23~,.~4 
pOO.OO 
$1683.34 
t21500 
$7000 
$50.(11) 
1-120.00 
t13000 
:1:::000 
~;5U(l.UO 
___->11500 
$1150.00 
99 November 3 Meeting for (OnJ05 
In Attend::mce, 
[lend, Tim. Dei'I\<:'E-,[llerl, GJ\1. Aimee . .Julie ~\nrJ .JurJ'y' 
1, One COITiP Der staff rnember or ::: if J;Jjld~Jle (staff C0rilD rna')" tIe 
:;t<:Hlding room onl'Y-::·E:Jt is SUbJect to .~JJailabilit/, V/or::t case 
r~o entrancE:' :::.u9ge::.t blJy'jr,g ,J ticLet if 'y',JU want to COrlll':; 
on .) sr.,ec if ic nighU 
2, Comoal','y' cornO'.3-2 per' companv member', Flr3t 'heel of run onl'(, 
othe/'3 if d'v'ai l;JtJle. Re::,fi'vation;, !'l"l1uin;.d, 
3, 2-fer::, ;:, rei!' the price ot' one 1nsteJd of one comp (co-sponsors, 
etc.), 
5.	 t~e~li clariflcatioi) 0f UGl'tor ticket <'h'JI13bilit'i, rlust rtIJke 
J·tsei....'Jtkd1'.:./call in <.1l1'.'(1IKf, (Donor' benefit> 
6,	 StUdent w/ I[i C'j!'i..i Cd' UI"'.itT 17 Jnd 3enloi' citIzen sfll for :'=,Jme 
~ii'jc,e.
 
Chillirei','s tic~et- 1~ i.'lI)lj unlier
 
7.	 VOllJi'ltefl' u5l'lfi'3- 1 CGlnp ~ier' u3~'lel- only. Frier'llt) neel1 to usrler 
tG get CGri~iJ:':.. 
3.	 8GX office 3~)l)ullj holeJ HOU.3f ~,eat3 r'lain 200 seJt n',fJtre-l 0 
Smaller- 100 :3fat Theatrp-S. :,eat'.3 to be r-elft1SHi 5 minutes 
liefol'f b(;ginr',ing [.iF oei'fol'n)i.mce. A ·.vJjtin9 list will be 
i.h'i.ill<.1t,lf. at LiliX offIce 
'J. Medla-A cer-tJin numl)Er' of tiCKets for give3'lJays, suel! 33 
rJdl0 premo, etc. Needed ASAP tram PR/~1Jr'ketil)a, on per show 
l);J::, I's. 
10. Usual number' or comps qlver,: 
~~taff- I per 
PR-16 
De'", f.: Cit')i1) en t -Ui,~ lilY:.' r, 
COrllli<1il'y'-;2 llff' ii,<;;ti,ber 
100 
11. Cornrn,unily (ornps- need t.o develop t.rade policy 1,'.1,' oUIi:r 
tJleatres. 
12.	 We suggest volunteer system must be re-evaluated and 
re-organl zed, to better ass Ist perr ormances. 
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APPENDIX IV 
1. CAC Proposed Organization Plan 102 
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APPENDIX V 
1. "Articles" Pocket 
2. "Dialogue" Pocket 
3. Rachel's Brain Program Pocket 
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Judy Katherine Nelson received her Bachelor of Arts ln 
Drama from The University of Texas in Austin in 1980, and 
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her work on an Arts Administration degree at the University 
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graduation, Ms. Nelson will seek employment in the 
performing arts. 
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